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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for resident
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stree
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the Th

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by the
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjoin
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is define
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will f

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower gr
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single block
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private amen
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23–
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heigh

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consid
environment of the area and provide a development that makes
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Stre
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed par
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York S
strategically located within the city centre within close proximit
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). Th
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediate
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heigh
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions have
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/3749
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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BN Wellington Road

1. Introduction

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

This Planning & Design Statement has been prepared by McCutcheon Halley
Chartered Planning Consultants, in conjunction with Butler Cammoranesi
Architects, JODA Consulting Engineers and Cathal O’Meara Landscape
Architects on behalf of Bellmount Developments Limited to accompany a
planning application for a Strategic Housing Development application at
Millfield Service Station, Redforge Road, Blackpool, Cork.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Permission is sought by the applicant for the proposed development
comprising:

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•

• The demolition of existing structures on site including a single
storey building, pump island canopy, 4 no. fuel pumps and the
decommissioning/removal of 4 no. underground fuel tanks; and
• The construction of 114 no. Build to Rent apartments (comprising a mix
of 1 and 2 bed apartments) in 2 no. blocks, ranging in height from 4 to 9
storeys;
• 1 no. 313 sqm retail unit;
• Residential amenity facilities including a reception, residents gym, lounge
area and shared workspace;
• The provision of landscaping and amenity areas including an enclosed
courtyard and 1 no. rooftop garden;
• The provision of public realm improvements on Redforge Road including
widened footpaths and pavement improvements, pedestrian crossing,
tree planting, raised tables/planters and seating areas; and
• All associated ancillary development including pedestrian/cyclist facilities,
lighting, drainage, boundary treatments, bin and bicycle storage, ESB
Sub-station and plant at ground floor level.
A Natura Impact Statement has been prepared in respect of the proposed
development and accompanies this application. The application contains
a statement indicating why permission should be granted for the proposed
development, having regard to a consideration specified in section 37(2)(b) of
the Planning and Development Act, 2000, as amended, notwithstanding that
the proposed development materially contravenes a relevant development plan
or local area plan other than in relation to the zoning of the land.
The design and development of the proposed scheme has been informed
by detailed pre-planning discussions with Cork City Council’s Planning,
Architectural and Engineering Departments, as well as feedback from the preapplication consultation meetings with An Bord Pleanála and their subsequent
Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion. Key design aspects have
been shaped directly by feedback and comments received from both parties,
with the design and in particular the layout having been amended and altered
throughout the design process.

•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Site Aerial View, Blackpool - Redforge Road.

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

The Planning and Design Statement report amalgamates the planning
statement and the design statement into a single cohesive document which
has been structured as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

www.mhplanning.ie
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Site Context & Development Description
Planning Policy Context
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Conclusion
Site Location Map
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2. Site Context & Development
Redforge Road

2.1 Site Context
The proposed site is located on Redforge Road, to the immediate north of
Blackpool Retail Park. The site is situated c. 200m from Blackpool Shopping
Centre and approximately 2km from Cork City Centre. The total gross site
area comprises 0.75 hectares and has a flat topography. The site is irregular in
shape.

SITE

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

The site is accessible via Redforge Road which runs along the eastern
boundary of the site. The site is within easy walking distance of a number of
commercial and community facilities, including local shops, churches and
schools. The major employment of Cork City and Blackpool are within close
proximity and both are well connected by public transport. The site is served
by the 215, 243 and 248 bus route all of which have numerous stops within
200m of the site. The closest stop is located less than 100m to the north of the
site. A bus serves the site every 30 minutes Monday to Friday.

•
•

1km
10 min walk
3-5 min cycle

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

CITY CENTRE
3km
30 min walk
9-15 min cycle

City Aerial (site outlined red)

2km
20 min walk
6-10 min cycle

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Existing Site Conditions
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Map - Surrounding Context / Uses (site outlined red)
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2.2 Development Description

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The Cork City Development Plan 2015 includes the specific zoning ‘District
Centre’. The proposed development is in line with this zoning requirement
providing:

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

• The demolition of existing structures on site including a single
storey building, pump island canopy, 4 no. fuel pumps and the
decommissioning/removal of 4 no. underground fuel tanks; and
• The construction of 114 no. Build to Rent apartments (comprising a mix
of 1 and 2 bed apartments) in 2 no. blocks, ranging in height from 4 to 9
storeys;
• 1 no. 313 sqm retail unit;
• Residential amenity facilities including a reception, residents gym, lounge
area and shared workspace;
• The provision of landscaping and amenity areas including an enclosed
courtyard, 1 no. rooftop garden;
• The provision of public realm improvements on Redforge Road including
widened footpaths and pavement improvements, pedestrian crossing,
tree planting, raised tables/planters and seating areas; and
• All associated ancillary development including pedestrian/cyclist facilities,
lighting, drainage, boundary treatments, bin and bicycle storage, ESB
Sub-station and plant at ground floor level.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The proposed development will also benefit from the provision of landscaping
and amenity areas to an enclosed courtyard, 1 no. rooftop garden and 2
no. green roofs. The open space areas incorporate seating and paths for
pedestrians and cyclists.
The development has been guided by the feedback received from An Bord
Pleanála and Cork City Council. Based on these comments, several iterations
of the proposed development were undertaken by the design team.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Preliminary Massing Model Views
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3. Planning Policy Context

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

3.1 National Planning Framework

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

The National Planning Framework (NPF) 2040 is the Government’s high-level
strategic plan for shaping the future growth and development of Ireland up
to the year 2040. The NPF was adopted on 29th May 2018 and states that
Cork is emerging as an international centre of scale and is well placed to
complement Dublin, but that it requires significantly accelerated and urbanfocused growth to more fully achieve this role. The NPF envisages that Cork
will become the fastest-growing city region in Ireland with a projected 50% to
60% increase of its population by 2040. The higher targeted rate of growth for
Cork also means planning for significant population, i.e. at least 105,000 more
people by 2040.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

3.2 Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas (Cities, Towns &
Villages)

•

The Guidelines for Planning Authorities on ‘Sustainable Residential
Development in Urban Areas (Cities, Towns & Villages)’ issued by the
Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government in 2009,
provides guidance in relation to the development of larger towns. The
Guidelines recommend that planning authorities should encourage increased
densities in appropriate locations such as cities and larger towns with 5,000 or
more people. This recommendation was based on three considerations which
include the following:

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

• The trend towards smaller household sizes;
• The need to encourage the provision of affordable housing; and
• The need to reduce CO2 emissions by reducing energy consumption.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is an objective of the Guidelines to achieve ‘an efficient use of land
appropriate to its context, while avoiding over development’. It is imperative
that the planning authorities encourage design and layouts that ensure
the highest quality of residential environment is achieved the criteria to be
considered in the design and assessment of higher density is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

Acceptable building heights;
Avoidance of overlooking and overshadowing;
Provision of adequate private and public open space;
Adequate internal space;
Suitable parking close to dwellings; and
Provision of ancillary facilities including child care.

www.mhplanning.ie

In relation to the appropriate locations for higher densities, the Guidelines state
that increased densities should be on residentially zoned lands in cities and
towns.
Section 5.8 of the 2009 Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable
Residential Development in Urban Areas (Cities, Towns & Villages) states that
for ‘Public Transport Corridors’ (defined as lands within 500 metres walking
distance of a bus stop), the greatest efficiency in land usage will be achieved
by providing in general minimum net residential densities of 50 dwellings per
hectare, subject to appropriate design and amenity standards, with the highest
densities being located at bus stops, and decreasing with distance away from
bus stops:

Cork City Development Plan 2015 - 2021 - North Central Suburbs Objectives (site outlined red)
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Objective 6.8 of the CDP aims to achieve residential
Proposeddevelopments
Development which
provide a mix of house types and sizes to meet
the
needs
of a range
of
This document outlines
the proposed
development for residen
building
fronts
onto
households and to provide mixed communities
andwhich
tenures.
It is
anWellington
objectiveRoad and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T
to:

“Public Transport Corridors: The state has committed very substantial
investment in public transport under the Transport 21 capital programme. To
maximise the return on this investment, it is important that land use planning
underpins the efficiency of public transport services by sustainable settlement
patterns – including higher densities – on lands within existing of planned
transport corridors. The phasing of proposed major residential development
in tandem with new public transport infrastructure / services (as in the case of
the Adamstown Strategic Development Zone) should be considered. Walking
distances from public transport nodes (e.g. station / halts / bus stops) should
be used in defining such corridors. It is recommended that increased densities
should be promoted within 500 metres walking distance of a bus stop or
within 1km of a light rail or a rail station. The capacity of public transport
(e.g. the number of train services during peak hours) should also be taken
into consideration in considering appropriate densities. In general, minimum
net densities of 50 dwellings per hectare, subject to appropriate design and
amenity standards, should be applied within public transport corridors, with
the highest densities being located at rail stations / bus stops, and decreasing
with distance away from such nodes. Minimum densities should be specified
in local area plans, and maximum (rather than minimum) parking standards
should reflect proximity to public transport facilities.”

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th

“… encourage the establishment of sustainable
residential
communities
centre,
the infill nature
of the site (having regard to the adjo
by ensuring a mix of housing and apartmenttopography
types, sizes
and
tenures
is north of the site is defin
of the site.
Immediately
provided…The needs of special groups suchintended
as thetoelderly
and
disabled
shall
propose a building of comparable
scale which will
also be considered as part of this process.”
With regards density, Objective 6.9 states

• OptioninNo.
indicates
approximately
“Promote suitable densities to meet the needs outlined
the1 Core
Strategy
as 19-23 residentia
set out in Chapter 16 Development Management.”no. units within a 6-storey development.

3.4 Cork City Development Plan
The site is located within the suburb of Blackpool in Cork and is situated within
the development boundary of the city’s North Central Suburbs. The Cork City
Development Plan (CDP) 2015-2021 sets out Cork City Council’s policies for
development of Cork City to 2021 and beyond. It establishes the following
vision for Cork City:
“The vision for Cork City over the period of this Development Plan and beyond
is to be a successful, sustainable regional capital and to achieve a high quality
of life for its citizens and a robust local economy, by balancing the relationship
between community, economic development and environmental quality. It
will have a diverse innovative economy, will maintain its distinctive character
and culture, will have a network of attractive neighbourhoods served by good
quality transport and amenities and will be a place where people want to live,
work, visit and invest in.”

Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
density in Suburban areas should be
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
•

The CDP states that:
“…within the city the minimum residential
35-50 dwellings per hectare.”

3.3 Urban Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide
The ‘Urban Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide’ issued by the Department
of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (2009) states that all
residential development should evolve naturally in response to its surroundings
and be of high quality in terms of design and layout. The Manual sets out 12
key design criterion (i.e. Context, Connectivity, Inclusivity, Variety, Efficiency,
Distinctiveness, Layout, Public Realm, Adaptability, Privacy and Amenity,
Parking and Detailed Design) – these criteria are addressed in the ‘Statement
of Consistency’ and Planning and Design Statement prepared by McCutcheon
Halley.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
that the Council will:
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Preliminary Massing Model

To achieve this vision, the Core Strategy set out in the plan establishes a
framework for the development of the city, derived from the strategic goals of
the CDP. This is set around the population targets for the city, as outlined in
Chapter 2 of the plan. In 2011 the overall population target for the City, as per
the CDP is 150,000 up to 2022, with a growth of 25.8% on 2011 levels which
were recorded at 119,230. This equates to a target of 64,955 households by
2022 with a requirement for approximately 20,032 new housing units.
The CDP puts forward several policies to achieve the projected level of growth
for the city and promote sustainable residential communities. Objective 6.1
provides a number of residential strategic objectives:
a) To encourage the development of sustainable residential
neighbourhoods;
b) To provide a variety of sites for housing to meet the various needs of
different sections of the population;
c) To continue to work with the Approved Housing Bodies and to actively
engage with all key stakeholders in the provision of housing;
d) To continue to regenerate and maintain existing housing;
e) To encourage the use of derelict or underused land and buildings to
assist in their regeneration;
f) To promote high standards of design, energy efficiency, estate layout
and landscaping in all new housing developments;
g) To protect and, where necessary, enhance the amenities and the
environment of existing residential areas.

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi

environment density
of the area
provide
a development that make
However, paragraph 16.12 states that the appropriate
forand
any
site will
regeneration
the area.
be determined by a wide range of factors including
the ofsurrounding
context,
building heights and conservation of the setting.
Site Description and Context
In relation to dwelling sizes, paragraph 16.43 suggests that the provision of a
The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
range of housing types and sizes will increase
in importance as trends show a
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
decline in family households with the provision of 3 / 3+ bedroom units seen as
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
increasingly important in achieving balanced communities as they are attractive
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
to families.
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T

connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat

The CDP outlines that it is the Council’s policy
to make
the mostwith
sustainable
residential
development
pockets of commercial/retail deve
use of existing urban lands, and that the planning authority will consider the
existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
appropriate development of infill housing on The
suitable
sites on a case by case
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
basis taking into account their impact on adjoining homes, traffic safety,
etc. In general, infill housing should comply with
all relevant
development
It is important
to note
that a number of recent permissions hav
surroundingin
area.
The Metropole
plan standards for residential development. However,
certain
limited Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission
by Corkplanning
City Council
April 2018 for the construction
circumstances, the planning authority may relax
the normal
standards
in the interest of developing, vacant, derelictCork
and City
underutilised
lands.
Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
It is considered in Policy 16.59 of the CDP that
infill
should:which will consist of 5-7 storeys
2020,
for proposals
a hotel development
• Not detract from the built character of the area;
• Not adversely affect the neighbouring residential amenities;
• Respect the existing building line, heights, materials and roof profile of
www.mhplanning.ie
surrounding buildings;
• Has an appropriate plot ratio and density for the site;
• Adequate amenity is proposed for the development.
This residential development is proposed on lands zoned ‘District Centre’ in the
2015 Cork City Development Plan. The Planning Authorities objective for the
area are defined by objective ZO 8 which states that the City Council objective
it to:
“provide for and/or improve district centres as mixed use centres, with a
primary retail function which also acts as a focus for a range of services.”
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3.5 Cork Metropolitan Area Transport Strategy
The Cork Metropolitan Area Transport Strategy (CMATS) 2040 has been
developed by the National Transport Authority (NTA) in collaboration with
Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII), Cork City Council and Cork County
Council.

WHITECHURCH

The CMATS proposes the delivery of Suburban Rail Corridor which will see
enhancements to the commuter rail service in Cork including additional stations
TOWER
and rail fleet.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

10 min
frequency

The principles of CMATS are to facilitate the sustainable development of
Cork as a medium-sized European city with growth of 50 – 60% by 2040. To
accommodate this level of growth, CMATS advocates a coordinated land use
and transport strategy for the Cork Metropolitan Area to cover the period up to
2040, based principally on upgrading public transport capacity and frequencies
along key transport corridors.

Blarney/Stoneview

Support Strategic
Development Zone

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
SALLYBROOK

BLARNEY

•

Monard
Support future development.
Park & Ride to accomodate

BLACKPOOL
KNOCKNAHEENEY

Kent
Station

Support future development
of Tivoli Docks

MAYFIELD

10 min
frequency

Glounthaune

This has the potential double benefit of extending the catchment of sustainable
modes to more people and places and improving the viability of future
investment in public transport by attracting higher demand.

FRANKFIELD

•

Little Island

Tivoli

Improve Signal operations

Fota

BLACKROCK

from N25 and M8 on
Suburban Rail

DOUGLAS

PASSAGE WEST
Support future development
and interchange with local
bus servicesd

10 min
frequency

Carrigaloe
Ballynoe
COBH

Cobh
Rushbrooke

RINGASKIDDY

CARRIGALINE

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

MONKSTOWN

CORK
AIRPORT

CMATS Light Rail Alignment (site location indicated)

Carrigtwohill

Dunkettle

5 min
frequency
Key Station Interchange
• Through running of suburban services at 10min frequency
• New paltform on southern side of station
• Interchange with Light Rail Transit and core bus services
BISHOPSTOWN
• Improve signal operations

•
Carrigtwohill
West

Support Future Development

SITE

BALLINCOLLIG

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
a 6-storey development.
Option
No.Rock
2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
Water
a height of 5 storeys.
An alternative option is the d
Midleton
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents
MIDLETON a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

no.tounits
within
Dual track
Midleton
Blackpool/Kilbarry

In terms of Land-Use Priorities, the CMATS states:
CMATS will provide this opportunity to integrate new development at
appropriate densities with high capacity public transport infrastructure in
conjunction with more attractive walking and cycling networks and associated
public realm improvements.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
LEGEND
- KEY INFORMATION
residential
development
with pockets of commercial/retail deve
Existing Train Stations

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood
that
Proposed
Trainthere
Stations is no uniform approach to building he

It is important
to note that a number of recent permissions hav
Rail Corridor
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
Ride Station
permissionPark
by& Cork
City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

WHITEGATE

www.mhplanning.ie
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BN Wellington Road

3.6 Relevant National / Local Planning Policy Documents
The proposed development is also party to a number of national and local
planning policy / guidance documents specifically:

28

gov.ie/2040

Project Ireland 2040

CORK
METROPOLITAN
AREA

Sustainable Urban Housing:
Design Standards for New Apartments
Guidelines for Planning Authorities

National Planning
Framework

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Planning Guidelines

• Project Ireland 2040: National Planning Framework (2018);
• Rebuilding Ireland: Action Plan for Housing and Homelessness (2016);
• Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS) 2013,
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport;
• 2018 Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments – Guidelines for Planning Authorities, 2018, Department of
Housing, Planning and Local Government;
• Urban Development and Building Heights – Guidelines for Planning
Authorities, 2018, Department of Housing, Planning and Local
Government;
• Childcare Facilities Guidelines, June 2001;
• The Planning System and Flood Risk Management, 2009;
• Southern Regional Assembly: Regional Spatial and Economic Strategy
(2019);
• North Blackpool Local Area Plan 2011.
Planning and Local Government

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

TRANSPORT STRATEGY 2040

•
•

LRT

Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government
March 2018

Department of Housing,

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

Bonneagar Iompair Eireann

Transport Infrastructure Ireland

Cork City Council

Black Ash Park & Ride

Comhairle Cathairle Chaorcaí

gov.ie/2040

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.

The submitted Statement of Consistency by McCutcheon Halley Planning
provides a breakdown of the proposed developments compliance with all the
relevant planning policies and guidance documents.

Amended Volume 1_Layout 1 14/04/2015 12:24 Page 1

Cork City

Site Description and Context
Development Plan
Comhairle Cathrach Chorcaí
Cork City Council

Urban Development
and Building Heights

Design Manual for
Urban Roads and Streets

Guidelines for Planning Authorities

28

Prepared by the Department of
Housing, Planning and Local Government

Planning Guidelines

December 2018

Urban
Design
Manual
A best practice guide

2015 - 2021

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that thereWritten
is noStatement
uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

May 2009
A companion document to the Guidelines for Planning Authorities
on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas

Planning Policy Documents - Various

www.mhplanning.ie
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4. Planning History

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

There have been 3 no. planning applications/permissions relevant to the
subject site. These are outlined below.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Cork City Council Ref.00/24406 (An Bord Pleanála Ref. PL.28.121613)
Permission was refused by Cork City Council on September 5th, 2000 for a
store, kitchen, office and toilets at the Millfield Service Station. A first party
appeal was lodged to An Bord Pleanála under Ref. PL.28.121613. An Bord
Pleanála upheld the Councils decision to refuse permission.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Cork City Council Ref. 02/25821
Cork City Council refused permission for a store extension to the rear of a
petrol station on March 5th, 2002.

•
•

Cork City Council Ref. 06/30960
Cork City Council granted permission on March 12th, 2007 for the demolition
of an existing petrol station and associated buildings and the construction of a
block of 54 no. apartments consisting of 5 no. 1 bedroom, 32 no. 2 bedroom
and 17 no. 3 bedroom apartments with landscaped roof gardens and a
separate block of 4 no. commercial units and 1 no. office unit at ground floor
and 10 no. office units on 6 floors over ground floor with underground parking,
public and private landscaped gardens and associated site works.

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

Architects Design Drawings PL Ref. 06/30960

www.mhplanning.ie
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5. Assessment

•
•
•
•
•

The proposed development comprises the development of:
• The demolition of existing structures on site including a single
storey building, pump island canopy, 4 no. fuel pumps and the
decommissioning/removal of 4 no. underground fuel tanks; and
• The construction of 114 no. Build to Rent apartments (comprising a mix
of 1 and 2 bed apartments) in 2 no. blocks, ranging in height from 4 to 9
storeys;
• 1 no. 313 sqm retail unit;
• Residential amenity facilities including a reception, residents gym, lounge
area and shared workspace;
• The provision of landscaping and amenity areas including an enclosed
courtyard and 1 no. rooftop garden;
• The provision of public realm improvements on Redforge Road including
widened footpaths and pavement improvements, pedestrian crossing,
tree planting, raised tables/planters and seating areas; and
• All associated ancillary development including pedestrian/cyclist
facilities, lighting, drainage, boundary treatments, bin and bicycle
storage, ESB Sub-station and plant at ground floor level.

centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo

This report concludes that the proposed development
consistent
with the
topography ofisthe
site. Immediately
north of the site is defin
general objectives of the Cork City Development
Plan.
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
The density of the proposed development isItalso
in line with the that identified
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
for sites on ‘Public Transport Corridors” in the Guidelines on Sustainable
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
Residential Development and the CDP 2015 which states that:
•

Blackpool Shopping Centre

The proposal will form a sustainable residential extension to the settlement,
seeking to consolidate development in the area and retain Cork’s compact
form. It will provide residential development which is appropriate to its
setting and of high-quality architectural value and quality, which is viable in
development terms and will be attractive to buyers seeking quality family
homes in the area.
The format and design of the subject planning application has been developed
in consultation with the relevant departments of Cork City Council as well as
An Bord Pleanala. The following are the key issues we consider relevant in the
assessment of this planning application.
•
•
•
•
•

Compliance with Current Planning Policy
Part V Proposal
Recreation, Amenity and Open Space
Traffic Impact, Access & Connectivity
Service Infrastructure

Blackpool Library

12

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia

no. units
a 6-storey development.
“Public Transport Corridors: The state has committed
verywithin
substantial
• 21
Option
No. 2programme.
presents 19 no.To
units within a single bloc
investment in public transport under the Transport
capital
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
maximise the return on this investment, it is important
that land use planning
with the provision of shared/private ame
underpins the efficiency of public transport servicesdevelopment
by sustainable
settlement
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
patterns – including higher densities – on lands within existing of planned
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
transport corridors. The phasing of proposed major residential development
The proposed
height(as
of the
development
in tandem with new public transport infrastructure
/ services
in the
case of(5-6 storeys) is consi
environment
of the
area and provide
a development that make
the Adamstown Strategic Development Zone)
should be
considered.
Walking
regeneration
of the
area.stops) should
distances from public transport nodes (e.g. station
/ halts
/ bus
be used in defining such corridors. It is recommended
that and
increased
Site Description
Context densities
should be promoted within 500 metres walking distance of a bus stop or
site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
within 1km of a light rail or a rail station. The The
capacity
of public transport
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
(e.g. the number of train services during peak hours) should also be taken
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
into consideration in considering appropriate densities. In general, minimum
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
net densities of 50 dwellings per hectare, subject
to appropriate design and
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
amenity standards, should be applied withinconnects
public transport
corridors,
with
the north and
south sides
of the city. The immediat
the highest densities being located at rail stations
/
bus
stops,
and
decreasing
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve
with distance away from such nodes. Minimum densities should be specified
The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
in local area plans, and maximum (rather than
minimum) parking standards
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
should reflect proximity to public transport facilities.”

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav

surrounding
area. ThetoMetropole
Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
At a strategic level, the proposed development
will contribute
the realisation
permission of
by Cork’s
Cork Citycompact
Council April
2018 for the construction
of the housing targets for Cork and the maintenance
form,
while also delivering much needed high-quality
dwellings
to
meet
existing
Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
market demand in the short to medium term.2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

5.2 Material Contravention Statement

5.1 Compliance with Current Planning Policy
A statement of Consistency by McCutcheon Halley Planning is submitted
in support of the subject planning application. This report provides a
comprehensive assessment of the proposed developments consistency with
the relevant planning policy documents at national, regional and local levels.
The main body of the report provides both a narrative outlining how the
proposed development is in compliance with the relevant planning policy, while
the attached appendix provides an individual breakdown of each of the relevant
planning policies/objectives and guidance. The following are covered in the
report:

BN Wellington Road

Context and Principle of DevelopmentProposed Development
Density and Housing Mix
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
Layout
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T
Landscape and Amenity
Sustainability
The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th

The Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act,
www.mhplanning.ie
2016 makes the provision for An Bord Pleanála
to grant permission for a
development which materially contravenes the Development Plan, other than in
relation to the zoning of the lands with Section 9(6) stating:
6) (a) Subject to paragraph (b), the Board may decide to grant a permission for
a proposed strategic housing development in respect of an application under
section 4 even where the proposed development, or a part of it, contravenes
materially the development plan or local area plan relating to the area
concerned.
Blackpool Retail Park

Redforge Road SHD Residential Development / Blackpool, Cork City

BN Wellington Road

(b) The Board shall not grant permission under paragraph (a) where the
proposed development, or a part of it, contravenes materially the development
plan or local area plan relating to the area concerned, in relation to the zoning
of the land.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

(c) Where the proposed strategic housing development would materially
contravene the development plan or local area plan, as the case may be,
other than in relation to the zoning of the land, then the Board may only grant
permission in accordance with paragraph (a) where it considers that, if section
37(2)(b) of the Act of 2000 were to apply, it would grant permission for the
proposed development.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

The proposed development is considered to materially contravene the Cork
City Development Plan in relation to the height of the proposed buildings height
and apartment design. In both instances, national guidance has changed since
the adoption of the Plan in 2015.

•
•

•

Chapter 16 of the CDP 2015 outlines the development standards against
which proposals for development will be assessed. The Plan states that:

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.

Of foremost importance will be the encouragement of development of the
highest possible architectural and urban design quality.

Site Description and Context

Specific policies with the development plan provide standards in relation to
height and apartment design. In relation to height, section 16.25 of the CDP
2015 categorises buildings as being low-rise, medium- rise and tall buildings
based on their number of storeys or height with medium rise buildings being
considered as being 4-9 storeys. Section 16.28 identifies those buildings of
between 3-5 storeys will be considered in Suburban Areas. In exceptional
circumstances buildings may be considered with a height of up to 20-23
metres (6-7 storeys).

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

Chapter 16 also provides standards in relation to the apartment sizes and floor
to ceiling heights outlining minimum requirements. The standards outlined in
the CDP 2015 pre-date the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards
for New Apartments but as they are presented as minimum standards in the
Plan, it is considered that the compliance with Design Standards for New
Apartments requires a deviation from the standards contained within the CDP
2015.

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

Ministerial Guidelines can be issued to planning authorities in relation to any
function of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended) under
Section 28 with Section 28(1C) stating:

www.mhplanning.ie

Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), guidelines under
that subsection may contain specific planning policy requirements with
which planning authorities, regional assemblies and the Board shall, in the
performance of their functions, comply.
While new Guidelines will ultimately form part of the Development Plan as part
of the next review of the Plan, Section 28(1C) requires that planning authorities
Courtyard View
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developments are required to be made available
for social
housing.
Proposed
Development
The applicant proposes to meet the site-specific
Part
V
obligation
This document outlines thethrough
proposed the
development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
transfer of 12 no. dwellings on site specifically:

adhere to new Guidelines immediately which can lead to inconsistencies in
local planning policy and the national guidelines.
This Material Contravention Statement by McCutcheon Halley submitted with
this application addresses the inconsistences between the City Development
Plan 2015 and the ‘Sustainable Urban House: Design Standards for New
Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’ and ‘Urban and Building
Height, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’, both of which were published in
2018.

• 9 no. 1 Bed units
• 3 no. 2 Bed units

industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
Spaceintended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

5.4 Recreation, Amenity and Open
As outlined in the Statement of Consistency, Cork City Council requires all new
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
residential development to comply with its policies
to ensure the adequate
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
provision of community and amenity facilities to meet the needs of future
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
residents of the development. In terms of the Council’s open space policy, the
• Option
No. 1 indicates
approximately
19-23 residentia
proposed development proposes to provide approx.
1,266sqm
or 17%
of the
no. units
within
6-storey
development.
site as public open space. The public open space will
consist
ofaan
enclosed
• Option
No. incorporate
2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
courtyard and 1 no. rooftop garden. The open space
areas
seating, and paths for pedestrians and cyclists. a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d

It considered that the proposed development is material contravention to the
CDP 2015 in relation to the proposed height of the block and the apartment
standards. In this regard, Section 37(2) of the Planning and Development Act
2000 (as amended) provides for the Board to grant permission where the
proposed development materially contravenes the development plan, subject
to paragraph (b) where it considers:

•

development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

5.5 Mobility Management
A Mobility Management Plan by MHL Consulting accompanies this application.
The
proposed
height
the development
Given the provision of parking is for set down
spaces
only,
it isofnecessary
that (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment
of the area and
provide
a development that make
substantial efforts are made to encourage the
use of sustainable
travel
modes.
regenerationand
of thecycle
area. facilities,
The MMP concludes that the quality of the pedestrian
coupled with the level of public transport available
to residents
means that
Site Description
and Context
achieving an appropriate, sustainable modal split is entirely achievable.

(i) the proposed development is of strategic or national importance,
The proposed development is at a scale which is to be considered under the
Strategic Housing Development planning process which confirms the strategic
importance of the current application, in accordance with Section 372(b)(i). The
proposal is for a residential led development and the national importance of the
proposal is confirmed in the Government’s plan Rebuilding Ireland designed to
accelerate housing supply to address the housing shortage.

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
5.6 Services Infrastructure
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
The proposed application is accompanied by a pre-connection enquiry
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
(please see Civil Engineering Report by JODA
Engineering Consultants). This
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
correspondence letter highlights that both wastewater
potable
connects the (foul)
north and
and south
sides of the city. The immediat
water supply connections are feasible for theresidential
proposed
development
(see of commercial/retail deve
development with pockets

On determining that point (i) is applicable, it must be determined that one of
the sub-sections set out below is relevant.
(ii) there are conflicting objectives in the development plan or the objectives are
not clearly stated, insofar as the proposed development is concerned, or
(iii) permission for the proposed development should be granted having regard
to regional spatial and economic strategy for the area, guidelines under section
28, policy directives under section 29, the statutory obligations of any local
authority in the area, and any relevant policy of the Government, the Minister or
any Minister of the Government, or
(iv) permission for the proposed development should be granted having regard
to the pattern of development, and permissions granted, in the area since the
making of the development plan.

Engineering Report by JODA Consulting Engineers).

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

It is respectfully submitted that permission should be granted in accordance
with sub-section (iii) as the proposed development is consistent with the
relevant national and regional planning policies and Section 28 Ministerial
Guidelines.

www.mhplanning.ie

5.3 Part V
As outlined in the Statement of Consistency by McCutcheon Halley Planning,
Objective 6.3 Social Housing under Part V and under the amended Planning
and Development Regulations (2015), pursuant to Part V, s.96 of the planning
and Development Act 2000 (as amended), 10% of all new residential
Facade Detail
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6.0 Design Approach

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

6.1 Introduction
This section (i.e. Design Statement) has been prepared in accordance with
Objective 16.1 of the Cork City Development Plan (CDP) 2014 which specifies
that it is an objective of the Council to require that:

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

“All significant planning applications shall submit an accompanying
design statement which provides a framework explaining how a proposed
development is a suitable response to the site and its setting.”

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•

This Design Statement has full regard to the advice provided in Objective 16.1
and the relevant supporting text of the CDP in relation to the content and detail
of the required Design Statement. It has also been completed in accordance
with relevant national and local policies and guidance, including the ‘Urban
Design Manual – A best practice guide’ and the ‘Guidelines for Planning
Authorities on Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas’ by the
Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (May 2009).
These documents make particular reference to 12 no. design criteria which
have been considered in the design of the proposed development - and which
are addressed in detail under the heading Urban Design Criteria.

•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The documents require a description of the site context and the planning policy
context, which has been covered in detail in Section 2 and 3 of this report.
The following provides a description of the approach taken to the design of the
proposed development, which seeks to establish a residential development
of appropriate density and scale in order to maximise the development
potential of the land. In this regard, the subject development aims to provide a
sustainable residential development which:

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

• Provides a mix of high-quality apartments in a quality neighbourhood
setting;
• Create a sustainable extension to the settlement, that also integrates
with existing residential development in the surrounding area;
• Establishes an accessible development which prioritises pedestrians and
cyclists; and,
• Has regard to the realisation and delivery of pedestrian and cyclists’
connections to the surrounding area.

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Artist’s Impression - South-East Facade / View North
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6.2 Brief

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

Butler Cammoranesi architects in collaboration with a multi-disciplinary design
team have developed a design proposal which responds to the principle
requirement of the client’s design brief to design a high quality Build To Rent
(BTR) residential building comprising of a mix of 1 and 2 bed units complete
with residential amenity on an under-utilised urban site in close proximity to the
city centre.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Taking cognisance of relevant national and local policy guidance (as outlined in
Chapter 3) and advice received in consultation with Cork City Council Planners
and An Bord Pleanala the design team have sought to apply best practice
architectural, urban design, engineering, landscape and sustainable design
principles to maximise the site’s development potential.

•
•

The proposed development is commensurate in scale with previously permitted
/ neighbouring developments in the immediate vicinity of the site and which
completes the urban block formed by the mixed-use block.

•

6.3 Design Objectives of the Proposed Development

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.

Principle design objectives of the proposed development include:
• Provide a high quality BTR residential development with shared secure
common area, ancillary accommodation and amenity space.
• Maximise the sites potential and strategic location vis-à-vis its
relationship to the city and the northern suburbs, the existing community
and its proximity to existing employment uses - as well the general site
orientation, it’s visual connections and existing transport links.
• Reuse of a key existing brown field urban site, promoting regeneration
and sustainable development which is cognisant of the need for proper
consideration of context, connectivity, inclusivity, variety, efficiency,
distinctiveness, layout, public realm, adaptability, privacy and amenity,
parking and detailed design utilising best practice principles.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

Site Location (site outlined red)

In summary, the proposal provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

114 no. apartments (inc. 77no 1 bedroom and 37no. 2 bedroom apts);
Communal facilities and amenities for use by residents;
Bicycle storage (1 per unit);
Refuse & recycling store;
Central Courtyard / Communal Private Open Space;
Provision for local public realm improvements;
Proposed development area (GIA) ca. 9955m2.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

• Provide for an active and attractive building design and an overall
environment conducive to BTR living with car set-down, bicycle storage,
refuse storage and facilities management.
• Take cognisance of the requirements of relevant policy and guidance
documents such as the Cork City Development Plan 2015 - 2021 and
the principles set out in “Urban Design Manual: A Best Practice Guide”
(DoEHLG, 2009) etc.

www.mhplanning.ie
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6.4 Site Context

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

Existing Site
The proposed site is located to the north of Cork City Centre identified as the
North Central Suburbs in the Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021. The
site is located on the Redforge Road and is currently functioning as a service
station (Millfield Service Station) and is considered to be an under utilised
brown-field site. The National Road the N20 is 150 meters to the west, with
the Cork-Mallow Rail corridor approximately 60 meters to the northeast. This
elevated railway line is cut into the steep embankment above Blackpool. This
embankment rises from the relatively flat valley floor.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

The site measures approx. 0.75ha. Its topography is relatively flat and it is
broadly triangular in shape. It comprises of a low rise filling station with small
shop, canopy, car wash and hard standing parking area. Boundary walls of
varying height and low grade landscaping form the boundaries to the site. A
right of way exits over existing sewer along the west boundary.

•
•

•

The site is accessible via Redforge Road which runs along the eastern
boundary of the site and from Blackpool Retail Park to the south-west. The
site is within easy walking distance of a number of commercial and community
facilities, including local shops, churches and schools.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is situated approximately 2km from Cork City Centre. And the major
employment centres of Cork City and Blackpool are within close proximity and
both are well connected by public transport. The site is served by the 215, 243
and 248 bus route all of which have numerous stops within 200m of the site.

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

Recent developments to the south of the site underscore a process that is
defining the wider North Blackpool area. This process, already well underway,
has seen the decline of older manufacturing industries and the growth in
commercial and retail development. This pattern of development is evident in
adjacent lands to the south of the site where a series of retail and residential
buildings have developed in recent decades rising to 9 stories.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

The lands to the west are currently in a derelict state having previously been
granted permission for the construction of 18Nr terraced houses on the site of
Millfield Cottages. Similar permission for residential use has also been granted
for the site of the former Sunbeam factory.

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie
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Neighbouring Land Uses
The Millfield Service Station on Redforge Road is bounded by Blackpool Retail
Park and multi-story car park, Millfield Cottages and the embankment of the
main Cork-Dublin railway line and site of the proposed Kilbarry Railway station.
Other adjacent uses include the former Sunbeam lands to the north and
Blackpool Shopping Centre to the south. A variety of residential uses surround
the subject site. Overall the site is considered to be an important interface site
between the high-density retail park and the low rise residences of Millfiled
Cottages and Terrace.
Buildings in the immediate area vary in height from low rise cottages to 9
storeys apartment buildings. Notable buildings include Heron Gate apartment
block (9 storeys), River House mixed use office/retail (6 storeys), The Atrium
mixed use office/retail (7 storeys) and the Blackpool Retail Park multi-storey car
park (5 storeys). Blackpool Park borders the retail park to the west, less than
100m from the proposed site.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

Multistorey Carpark and Argos/Cinema building, Blackpool Retail Park.

Millfield Cottages, Redforge Road.

Planned CMATS transport infrastructure upgrades in the area such as the
proposed Kilbarry / Blackpool railway station will further enhance connectivity
which in-turn will support higher levels of density and increase the area’s
viability and vitality as a place for city living. These factors strongly support the
proposed development of a medium-rise building and will facilitate modern
place-making and improve the overall quality of the urban environment in the
area.

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

Railway Line Embankment opposite site, Redforge Road.

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
Heron Gate, River House and The Atrium, Blackpool Retail Park
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie
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Access
The site is accessible via Redforge Road with secondary access onto
Blackpool retail park. The N20 links the site to the city centre as well as the
wider north Cork environs. The site is served by several bus routes (203 & 215)
with the nearest stop(s) located on Brothers Delaney Road. Currently, these
routes run at twenty- & thirty-minute intervals.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Blackpool is also within easy walking and cycling distance of the city centre
and its associated uses and amenities – a walk through 5 streets will bring
you to the heart of the city centre via: Dublin Street - Thomas Davis Street Watercourse Road and Upper John Street or the N20 North City Link Road.
Views
Views of the site and existing building are limited to views directly from and
along Redforge Road this is largely due to the scale of the surrounding context
- the multi-storey car park to the south and retail park buildings to the west
and the railway line embankment to the east. In terms of views and prospects
there are no Landscape / Townscape Views directly traversing the site.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

Redforge Road - Brothers Delaney Road

N20 Commons Road

Landscape
The site is categorised as brownfield housing a fuel filling station with
associated retail use and hard surfaced forecourt. The site contains very limited
existing vegetation as the forecourt is mostly composed of macadam and
block paving. However present on site are 4Nr semi-mature Quercus (Oak) sp,
a semi mature Prunus (Cherry) sp, a semi mature Betula (Birch) sp and a semi
mature Fagus (beech) Sp . Some ornamental planting exists in a linear bed
parallel to the Redforge Road. An overgrown Grisellinia hedge also exists on
the northern site boundary.
Flooding
As noted in the accompanying Flood Risk Assessment the existing site outline
is not acting as a floodplain to the river Bride. The site is deemed to be within
Flood Zone B due to existing drainage levels on Redforge Road and based on
the fact that the probability of flooding from watercourses is moderate.

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

Thomas Davis Street

Watercourse Road

The ground floor level for the proposed building has been determined based on
the 1% AEP for the mid-range future scenario of 13.62m OD for the Bride River
and applying a freeboard of 0.48m gives a final level of 14.1m OD.

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

The available data was analysed with regard to risk of pluvial and groundwater
flooding and no further mitigation is proposed. A justification Test has
been carried out in accordance with The Planning System and Flood Risk
Management Guidelines for Planning Authorities. The results show that the
subject development passes the Justification Test.

www.mhplanning.ie

Utilities
The site is well served by existing services / utilities including foul, storm and
mains water. Electricity, gas and telecoms are all available in the vicinity.

Upper John Street Maldron Hotel

N20 North City Link Road
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6.5 Design Response

Design Response Summary - Key Data

The proposed building is designed to form a strong urban edge to the street
with a shared central courtyard amenity space. The form of the building is
modulated to create a series of blocks which range in height from 4 to 9
storeys. Height is concentrated in the south-east corner of the site (9 storeys)
and this steps down in height to 6 and 4 storeys as the building extends north
and west. The building is aligned to and set back from the site’s boundaries
facilitating a desired widening of the footpath / public realm to Redforge Road
to facilitate improvements in the public realm.

Site Area

7,489
(0.75ha)
The design
of this proposed scheme has been informed by th

Development Area - G.I.A.

9,955

Development Area - G.E.A.

centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will
11,485

Plot Ratio (GIFA / Site Area)

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
1.32

No. of Storeys

The strategy allows for physical and visual permeability providing for a range of
access / connection points as well as a variety of views in and out of the site.

scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
4 -with
9 the proposed units.
bin storage associated

Total no. of Apartments Proposed

•

Total no. of Bedrooms Proposed

The building has been designed in response to its surroundings including
neigbouring properties and wider context, as well as key elements such as
transport and river corridor. Salient aspects of note:
• The design proposal takes the form of an urban cluster comprising 2 / 3
blocks of varying heights and forms around a central courtyard space.
• The design responds to the general plan form of the site and
appropriately addresses the road, boundary conditions as well as the
wider context of neighbouring properties.
• Building heights and massing have been modulated in response to
issues raised in order to mitigate impact, maximise access to daylight,
ventilation and views while minimizing overshadowing and loss of light
on adjoining developments;
• Height is concentrated in the southern portion of the site (9 storeys
reduced form 19) at the junction of Redforge Road and the north-east
access road to the retail park - to add / maintain a vertical emphasis
while limiting the overall impact;
• Height is reduced along the sites southern boundary (4 storeys) as
the building extends west towards the Retail Park - to articulate and
differentiate between the blocks while limiting overall impact;
• Height of Block B is maintained at 6 storeys reducing to 4 adjacent to
Millfield Cottages – graduating the height of the building as it extends
north will minimise the impact on residential area;
• Increased setback mitigates the overall impact on the surrounding area;
• The building is set back from its boundaries to provide for an appropriate
interface with the public realm, existing wayleave along the site’s west
boundary is maintained.
• The urban cluster-form of the development will facilitates permeability
through and around the building and site.
• The majority of apartments are dual aspect ensuring good access to
daylight, ventilation and views.
• Communal private and open space includes courtyard and roof terrace
amenity, apartment balconies and shared common areas. Roof top
amenity is provided at 4th floor level – relocated from the 7th floor as
originally submitted.

Element

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
Area
m2
No. /which
Qty originally
/m
industrial/storage
building
formed part of the T

•

Apartment Mix

•

Apartment Area (Typically)

Option No. 1114
indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within
a 6-storey development.
151
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
x 1AnBed
a height of 577no.
storeys.
alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
no. x a2develo
Bed
Option No. 3 3
p7esents
t comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi

and provide a development that make
49environment of the area
1 Bed
regeneration of the area.

70

2 Bed (3P)

76

2 Bed (4P)

Site Description and Context

Artist’s Impression Night View

Communal Private Open Space:
Private Balcony / Amenity
Internal Amenity
Landscaped Courtyard
Roof Terrace
Total Amenity Area / Apt
Dual Aspect
North Facing Apts.
Height (Ground Lvl - Main Parapet Lvl)
No. of Bicycles (1 / Apt)
No. of Car Park Spaces
No. of Car Set Down Spaces

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
610
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
516
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
960
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
306
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

2392 / 21

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
56 /is49%
be understood that there
no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note3that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
30.5m
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

114

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2
2020, for a hotel development
which will consist of 5-7 storeys

0
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A number of precedent projects have informed the design approach including
those by Kjellander Sjöberg Stockholm, dRMM and Glenn Howells in London
- these projects represent a typology of freestanding housing blocks fronting
a variety of road / street conditions but which are also built around residential
courtyard spaces.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

The building volumes vary - they are relatively low in part in some cases ca. 4
storeys but they also rise upwards at corner ends creating distinct contrast in
the overall the configuration of the blocks.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

The urban design strategies create variety in the surrounding urban spaces
and streets, they provide a diverse range of spaces and qualities. Blocks
are connected to their context through informal routes and entrances. The
buildings communicate with the adjacent street networks through new or
improved public realm - streets, green urban spaces etc. as well as through
commercial facilities and more intimate spaces designed for residents use.

•
•

•

Buildings are articulated through use of a restrained material palette - facades
are clad with different shades of brick creating a seamless, continuous pattern,
a fabric with inherent variations, while loggia and balcony spaces help animate
the facade. Overall the designs are premised on a strong, simple architectural
forms which utilise a limited palette of materials, textures and tones which will
weather gracefully and provide visual interest.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

dRMM - Trafalgar Place, London

Kjellander Sjöberg - Maja Gräddnos, Stockholm

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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South Block (A + C) – 9 storeys
Residential block with ground floor commercial use (Block C) adjacent and
complimentary to existing commercial retail uses serves as the main entrance
to the development – and to residential apartments over, inc. ground floor
residential amenity spaces, access to the courtyard and Block B residential
apartments.
Residential apartments per floor 11 no. total (A + C) or 7 no. total (Block A)

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

North Block (B) 6 storeys reducing to 4
Residential block inc. residential units at GF level – elevated above street level
to enhance privacy and security. Ancillary functions inc. plant area – ESB substation, plant, electrical switchroom, cold water storage, waste and recycle
store, bicycle store.
Residential apartments per floor varies by floor from 5 – 9 (5@GF / 9@1F–3F /
7@4F–6F)

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

Amenities
A central courtyard at +14.10 OD, provides external amenity area. Open
space is also provided in the form of private balconies and roof-top terrace.
Residential facilities inc main entrance/foyer, common area inc. entrance
lounge, residents gym, shared workspace and flexible space is located on
ground floor of Block A – active use in this location will help animate the street
frontage and improve the urban realm along this section of Redforge Road and
along the Retail Park access road.

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

Commercial Use
Provision is made for commercial use on ground floor of the Block C where it
extends west toward the Retail Park. An active use in this location will add to
the vibrancy of the proposal as well as help animate the street frontage and
improve the urban realm along this section of Redforge Road and along the
Retail Park access road.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

Elevation Treatment
A simple palette of robust materials of brick walls, brick screens, metal
windows and doors, metal balustrades and infill panels combine to create
a building of quality which is striking in its assured simplicity while being
appropriately scaled in relation to its surrounding context.
Generously scaled openings in the facade create a greater sense of openness
and relative transparency – a subtle shift in the alignment of openings between
floors will help animate the facade and introduce an element of playfulness in
the overall composition.
Loggia style balcony spaces articulate the facade, signifying the main living
spaces as distinct from bedroom spaces.

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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BN Wellington Road

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Preliminary Massing Model - Courtyard View
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6.6 Residential Design Standards

proof the development over its lifetime by ensuring
that
the majority of all
Proposed
Development
apartments exceed the minimum floor area standard
by
minimum
of 10%development for residen
This document aoutlines
the proposed
building area).
which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
(GIA indicates an 11.4% increase on the minimum

The apartment design focuses on the requirements for residential living - good
levels of daylight, natural ventilation including dual aspect apartments, provision
of adequate storage space and future adaptability. Proposals for renewable
energy will form part of the design proposal.

industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

In addition to the above, communal facilitiesThe
anddesign
amenities
for use by residents
of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
are also provided.
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo

topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin

The proposal includes a mix of apartment sizes from 1 bedroom - 2 bedroom
3- person and 2 bedroom 4-person apartments. Apartment sizes are in line
with current standards. The majority of apartments are orientated east–west
and south to maximise the number of apartments which can avail of south
facing aspect / extended hours of daylight/sunlight to the living spaces.

Floor to ceiling heights
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will
Apartments will have a minimum floor to ceiling height of 2.7m (3m floor to
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
floor).

scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Shared and communal facilities
• Option
No.for
1 indicates
19-23 residentia
Shared communal facilities include entrance reception
area
on-siteapproximately
staff /
units
a 6-storey
management, communal facilities and amenities forno.use
bywithin
residents
aredevelopment.
also
• Option
No.level.
2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
provided. Mechanical plant area is provided at ground
floor

The proposed development is designed to be sustainable, creating high quality
places and spaces which:

a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
the Building Regulations TGD
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

• Provide the necessary environment required to deliver a quality of life for
residents in terms of amenity, safety and convenience;
• Provide adequate open space which will be practical in terms of scale
and layout and be naturally supervised by the aspect of the dwellings it
serves;
• Provide a good range of suitable facilities including, car park (set down),
bicycle parking, resident community common space and amenity areas;
• Ensure that walking, cycling and access to public transport will be
prioritised to minimise the need to use cars – close proximity to the city
centre will enable the development to meet this requirement;
• Present an attractive appearance with a distinct sense of place;
• Will be easy to access and navigate;
• Will promote the efficient use of land in terms of density and plot ratio
relative to its setting.

Access for all
The design is based on the requirements of
Part M - Access and Use to meet the needs of both ambulant disabled and
The proposedfrom
heightthe
of the
development
wheelchair users. All apartments are easily accessible
entrance
via (5-6 storeys) is consi
provide a development that make
stair and lift. Thresholds are designed to be environment
level, Part of
Mthe
lift area
carsand
provide
regeneration
of the area. accessible
access to all floors and all internal doors comply
with wheelchair
standards. Adequate turning space is provided
within
each
of Context
the apartments
Site Description and
and common part circulation areas. Refer to the Access Statement submitted
The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
with this application.

by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
Stair and Life Cores
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
Each block is provided with a minimum of 1no.
lift/stair cores provide access
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
to the apartments and roof terraces. The maximum
of apartments
connects number
the north and
south sides ofper
the city. The immediat
floor accessed from the lift/stair core is 11. residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
Cycle Parking
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
Communal cycle parking is provided in accordance with Table 16.9 of the City
Development Plan with 1 cycle parking space
unit. to note that a number of recent permissions hav
It isper
important

Dwelling type and size
A total of 114 apartments are proposed, comprising:
• 77 no. 1 bedroom apts. 45m2 min.
• 6 no. 2 bedroom (3Pers) apts. 63m2 min.
• 31 no. 2 bedroom (4Pers) apts.73m2 min.

surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374

permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction
Public Open Space
Public Open Space has been designed to beCork
visually
as wellalso
as granted
functionally
City Council
permission for the Leisureple
accessible to the maximum number of dwellings
within
the
site.
Publicwhich
Open
2020, for a hotel development
will consist of 5-7 storeys
Space will be overlooked by residential units to create safe, convenient and
accessible amenity areas for the residential community.

Dual aspect
Of the 114 apartments, 56 no / 49 % are dual aspect.
A total of 3no. north facing single aspect units are included – and where these
occur they overlook the courtyard garden, a significant amenity.

Private Open Space
Private open space in the form of balconies www.mhplanning.ie
/ loggia space is provided to 100%
of apartments.

Room Area
Internal room areas meet or exceed the min. recommendations of Specific
Planning Policy 3 of the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities (Mar 2018).

Parking
In consideration of the sites proximity to existing local public transport routes,
car parking is not provided for within the scheme. Set down space is provided.

While the proposal relates to a Build-To-Rent development it is exempted from
the requirement where the “majority of all apartments in any proposed scheme
of 10 or more apartments shall exceed the minimum floor area standard by a
minimum of 10%” despite the exception the developer has sought to future
Preliminary Massing Model - Street and Courtyard Views
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Waste
A waste refuse & recycle store is provided in close proximity to the proposed
buildings. Refuse storage will be visually screened.
Redforge Road SHD Residential Development / Blackpool, Cork City

Residential Amenity
Private amenity for resident use will include apartment balconies. Shared
amenity spaces consists of a landscaped central courtyard and roof level
terrace. Communal facilities and amenities for use by residents are provided
at ground floor which will also serve to activate and connect to the street
frontages. Landscaping will be in accordance with the submitted landscaping
details prepared by Cathal O’Meara Landscape and which are described in
detail under “Landscape”.
As outlined in the table below the proposed development provides for 2,392m2
of communal private open space for future residents which is equivalent to
21m2 per apartment.
Element / Amenity

Area m2

Private Balconies to Apartments

610

Ground Floor Internal Amenities

516

Central Courtyard

960

Roof Terrace

306

Total Private Amenity

2,392

Public Realm

1,004

Total Amenity

3,396

On Site Management
On site management will be provided.

BN Wellington Road

6.7 Sustainability
Proposed Development
A key aim of the proposed development is its
social,
environmental
and development for residen
This
document
outlines the proposed
which fronts
ontoduring
Wellington Road and York Stre
economical sustainability. Energy efficiency building
will be achieved
both
building which
originally formed part of the T
construction stage and during the lifetime ofindustrial/storage
the project. Individual
dwellings
have been designed to be comfortable and adaptable
to
changing
The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
requirements, cost effective to construct andcentre,
economic
manage
and
the infilltonature
of the
site (having regard to the adjo
maintain.
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Compliance with Building Regulations Part L

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
shall be met by:
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

For new dwellings, the Part L requirements
• Using DEAP analysis to determine, insofar as is reasonably, energy
• Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
consumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
units withinproportion
a 6-storey development.
• Utilising renewable energy source to meet a no.
reasonable
of the
• Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
energy consumption of a dwelling.
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
• Limiting heat loss and availing of heat gain through
the building fabric.
development with the provision of shared/private ame
• Providing energy efficient space and water heating systems with efficient
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
heat sources and effective controls;
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
• Ensuring that all gas fired boilers meet a minimum seasonal efficiency of
The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
90%;
environment
of the area and
provide
• Providing occupants / residents with sufficient
information
about
thea development that make
regeneration
of the area. requirements
building, the fixed building services and
their maintenance
so that the building can be operated in
such
a manner
to use no
Site
Description
andas
Context
more fuel and energy than is reasonable.

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
The following is a non-exhaustive list of sustainable solutions that will be
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
considered for inclusion at detail design stage:
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
All building fabric U-values shall be as, or in-excess
criteria
connects of,
the the
northdesign
and south
sides listed
of the city. The immediat
in TGD L for domestic buildings;
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glazing to be high performance type;
The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
High levels of airtightness of the building
envelope;
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
Use of natural ventilation wherever feasible;
The use of passive cooling techniquesIt in
preference
to mechanical
is important
to note
that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
cooling;
by Cork City
The use of mechanical ventilation andpermission
air conditioning
onlyCouncil
whereApril 2018 for the construction
necessary;
Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
Maximum use of daylight and ambient2020,
energy;
for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
The use of highly efficient and equipment including lighting;
Heat recovery units where installed shall have low specific fan power;
All pumps have variable speed drives;
All lighting to be 100% energy efficient;
www.mhplanning.ie
Use of Water conserving devices i.e. ultra-low
flush WC’s, spray taps
and showers, solenoid valves;
Water meters shall be installed throughout;
Energy consumption within the building will be extensively sub-metered;
Energy efficient lifts will be specified;
Rainwater harvesting system shall be provided;
Renewable energy sources such as PV array or heat pumps will be
installed to meet NZEB requirements;
A dedicated Building Management System designed to control
and manage the automatic operation of plant and provide energy
management services.
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6.8 Materials

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The proposed design is premised on a strong, simple architectural forms which
utilise a limited palette of materials, textures and tones which will weather
gracefully and provide visual interest. Simple, refined detailing is proposed in
contrast with the existing buildings.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

A simple palette of robust materials comprising of brick walls, brick screens,
metal windows and doors, metal balustrades and infill panels combine to
create a building of quality which is striking in its assured simplicity while being
appropriately scaled in relation to its surrounding context.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Generously scaled openings in the facade create a greater sense of openness
and relative transparency – a subtle shift in the alignment of openings between
floors will add visual interest in the overall composition.

•
•

Elevations are treated as a simple lattice of windows and living space balconies
set within facing brickwork. Loggia style balcony spaces articulate the facade,
signifying the main living spaces as distinct from bedroom spaces.

•

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.

The relationship of solid brickwork to the ‘transparent’ voids of windows and
balconies has been carefully judged to ‘balance’ the overall composition of the
elevations.
Selected materials of note (to be agreed with the Planning Authority):
• The building will be predominantly constructed as a concrete frame
finished with external facing brickwork - brick such as Petersen Tegl
d190 or the Marziale Brick which can be described as a blend of yellowgrey stock like bricks which convey a range of textures and tones;
• Facades are generally articulated with vertical punched openings
creating a lattice of brick and glazed openings;
• Vertical aluminium windows and opaque metal spandrel panels;
• Vertical metal balustrades to balconies;
• Vertical opaque louvres (to limit overlooking);
• Aluminium louvres to service areas and plant screen.
• Metalwork is generally finished in a contrasting and complimentary tone
such as RAL 1035 - which is both warm and subtle.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
Brickwork Petersen Tegel d190 & Marziale
A blend of yellow-grey stock like bricks with white mortar
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Honeycomb Brick Screen
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Protruding Brick Pattern
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Material Study
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

1
2

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

3

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

4

•

1
•

5
•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents
1 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.

6

Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building
which originally formed pa
2
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

3

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Proposed Materials - Facade Treatments
Proposed Materials - Facade Treatments

1. Facing Brickwork
1. Facing
BrickworkBrick Pattern
2.
Protruding
2.
Protruding
Pattern Aluminium Windows and Doors
3. PowderBrick
Coated
3.
Powder
Coated
Aluminium
Windows and Doors
4. Steel Railings
4.
Steel
Railings
5. Honeycomb Brick Screens on Balcony

Proposed Materials - Facade Treatments

Proposed Materials - Facade / Window Treatments

1. Facing Brickwork
6. Powder Coated Aluminium Opaque Windows

1. Facing Brickwork

6. Powder Coated Aluminium Opaque Windows

Proposed Materials - Facade Treatments

Proposed Materials - Facade Treatments

1. Facing Brickwork
2. Protruding Brick Pattern
2. Protruding Brick Pattern
3. Powder Coated Aluminium Windows and Doors
1. Facing Brickwork

3. Powder Coated Aluminium Windows and Doors

5. Honeycomb Brick Screens on Balcony
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6.9 Landscape

YIE
LD

TURN
Landscape Strategy
The landscape strategy is driven by 3 key components:
• Establishment of a high quality streetscape to settle the building within
the existing environment. This will include a generous building setback
to allow for widened footpaths and provision of street furniture along the
busy Redforge Road.
• Provision of a ground floor courtyard as a high quality central core
allowing access for service vehicles and an open space for gatherings.
01 which provide spaces for residents
• Creating a semi-private roof Plan
garden
to use.

Existing Uncontrolled
Crossing to be retained

Look Right

YIELD

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
KEY part of the T
industrial/storage building which originally formed
Precast conc

stretcher bon
Marshalls Mo

The design of this proposed scheme has been informedapproved.
by th
Precast conc
stretcher
bon
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to theMarshalls
adjo
M
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site isNatural
defin
stone
up layers to
Product:
Mar
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which
will

Existing footpath and concrete
kerb to be retained

Natural stone
layers to eng

BLOCK F

BLOCK B

Product: Mar
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards
of
Precast conc
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower
g
stretcher bon
Product: Mar
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
Buff gravel c

NO ENTRY
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Look Right

YIE
LD

NO RIGHT
TURN

1.8M high steel entrance gates, finish
, locking system and fitting to be confirmed,
Access for management company only.

timber edge

•

7

1

17

BLOCK A

3A

2B

Qp

Silver granite natural stone flush edge,
300 wide x 100 deep x 900mm long with
cut radius corner block.

1a

Qp

2

5

1

13.3

Qp

Silver granite natural stone flush edge,
300 wide x 100 deep x 900mm long with
cut radius corner block.

Millfield Terrace

Silver granite natural stone edge,
300 wide x 450mm high with
cut radius corner block.

Timber bench with painted steel
frame, finish TBC. 500mm wide x
450mm high x 3500mm long.

Timber bench with painted steel
frame, finish TBC. 500mm wide x
450mm high x 2500mm long.

•

19.7

REDFORGE ROAD

CORK-DUBLIN RAILWAY LINE

3700mm long x 1300mm
wide x 450mm high
timber platform with painted
5500mm long x 500 wide x 450
steel frame, finish TBC.
high Runner seat with back rest,
FSC hardwood with painted steel
frame, finish TBC.

BLOCK A

Tc

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Rp

Public Space Design: Streetscape
The public realm will be defined by the use of exemplary materials to
complement and reflect the proposed architectural finishes and existing urban
landscape context.

FSC hardwo
stainless ste
engineers s

system & fitting to be

confirmed, Access for
Site Description and Context
management company

90L bin, galv
Root mountin
Product: Car

only.

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Ba

Tc

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
Cycle Stand,
outsidepa
diam
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed
specification
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary
and
York
Notes: For all lighting informatio
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject
site).
T
PLANTING
SCHED
Planting Mix 01: Ornamenta
connects the north and south sides of the city. The
immediat
Perennials
and grasses to b
40% Stipa tenuissima,5/m2
10% Libertia grandiflora, 7/m
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail
deve
10% Lavandula angustifolia

1a

Tc

The carriageway width will be reduced to 6M with new footpaths catering for
increased pedestrian use. The proposal makes provision for considered street
footpath and concrete kerb to be retained
crossings, traffic calming measures and robust materialsExisting
including
high quality
paving materials street tree planting and raised planters with robust timber
seating elements.

Precast conc
colour: smoo

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) isKerb
consi
or equa
hardwo
environment of the area and provide a development thatFSC
make
stainless ste
engineers s
high steel entrance
regeneration of the area. 1.8M
gates, finish, locking

Tc

The Western boundary will be composed of hardwood timber slats tied with
internal steel rods to soften this aspect from the courtyard. This boundary will
be augmented with adjacent planting as indicated in 2014-LA-P001.

•

7

Plan 02
Plan 03
Proposed Boundaries
The setback of the buildings on the eastern, southern and northern boundaries
will provide widened public footpaths and street furniture for public use. New
entrances will open onto the streetscape allowing access into the building
core. Adjacent to the carriageway heavy reconstituted concrete kerbs will form
Page Layout Plan: Scale 1:2000@ A1
physical barriers with the roads, these will be enforced
by the use of coloured
steel planters to stop vehicular access along the footpath.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
Tactile bliste
stack bond p
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Precast
conc
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single
bloc
with adjoinin
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option isProduct:
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Existing raised traffic
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heig
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It is important to note that a number of recent permissions
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15% Verbena rigida, 7m/2
15% Rudbeckia fulgida var.
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction
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5no 1700mm wide x 3000mm long x 450mm high powder

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

1

steel planter boxes with timber seating rafts, finish
These necessary urban interventions and the increased coated
usage
colour
TBC. will animate
the neglected Redforge Road turning an existing backstreet into a lively
1800mm wide x 3000mm wide x 1000mm high steel frame
component of an expanding city neighbourhood.
planter with powder coated finish colour TBC.

Tc

Uncontrolled crossing

REDFORGE ROAD

Street trees will be planted to the front of the footpath close to the carriageway
to allow for a wide walkable area, planted at regular intervals the trees will
create a rhythm along the frontage and soften the proposed built facade while
30

Uncontrolled crossing

Tc

1:15

Tc

Shared Surface
Road/Footpath

Tc

Shared Surface
Road/Footpath

1.8M high steel entrance gates, finish,
locking system and fitting to be confirmed,
Controlled access for residents.

4no 3000mm long x 600mm wide x
450mm high steel planter, powder
coated finish colour TBC.

Possible site for future
crossing to new station.

Tc

E CAR PARK

Tc

E CAR PARK
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1:15

3000mm long x 600mm wide x 450mm high steel
planters, powder coated finish colour TBC with
500mm wide x 450mm high timber seating.

6000mm long x 600mm wide x 450mm high
steel planters, powder coated finish colour TBC
with 500mm wide x 450mm high timber seating.

3000mm long x 600mm wide x 450mm
high steel planter, powder coated finish
colour TBC.

Landscape Layout 01: Scale 1:250@ A1

Uncontrolled crossing

Landscape Site Plan - Courtyard and Public Realm

Tc

1

The majority of the site will be paved using reconstituted concrete pavers with
granite aggregate
– a material that is sympathetic with much of the streetscape
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
Tc
improvement works currently being undertaken
by Cork TcCity Council.
A feature
zone interspersed with street furniture and raised planters will be provided.
Textured concrete and granite aggregate kerbs are proposed to separate the
road from the footpath. Bus pull in / bus stop and a drop off area will be paved
to aesthetically widen the public realm. A proposed crossing at the south west
will link to Blackpool retail park.

Proposed tactiles to top of existing steps (not possible
at bottom due to existing front door position), works to be
confirmed by Cork City Council

Tc

Tc

3000mm long x 600mm wide x 450mm

Proposed uncontrolled crossing to existing bus stop.
to be confirmed by Cork City Council
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allowing space between trees for street furniture.
Contemporary
Proposed
Developmentsteel furniture
has been chosen to provide robust seating options
with timber
This document
outlines benches
the proposed development for residen
which racks
fronts allowing
onto Wellington
allowing the addition of seating and stainlessbuilding
steel cycle
secureRoad and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T
bike parking.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th

Semi Private Spaces: Courtyard
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
The ground floor courtyard forms a central core
tying together
back of north of the site is defin
topography
of the site.the
Immediately
the new buildings and providing space for service
vehicles
to
access
site.
intended to propose a building the
of comparable
scale which will
Linking to the streetscape to the North, South and East these accesses will
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
be paved using the same high quality paving materials as the streetscape.
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
The center of this new courtyard will be subdivided into 3 distinct spaces
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
allowing for semi private gatherings. All spaces will be edged in flush granite
Option
No. 1 indicates
approximately
19-23 residentia
stone edging to delineate these spaces from the• wider
courtyard
and will
be
no. units within a 6-storey development.
complimented with seating and ornamental planting.
•

Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc

a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
Semi Private Spaces: Roof gardens
development with the provision of shared/private ame
A new roof garden will be created on the 4th floor (320m2) of the development.
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
This will be secured with a 1.8m high glass balustrade to the outer edge of the
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
space and surfaced in a mix of materials including concrete /aggregate pavers
The at
proposed
height
of the
development
(5-6 storeys) is consi
and hardwood timber decking. Raised planters
450mm
high
soften
the outer
environment
the areaphysically
and provideopen
a development that make
edge of the garden while allowing the internal
space to ofremain
regeneration
of the
area.
while changes in surfacing material divide the
roof garden
into
defined areas.
Bespoke furniture located on the roof gardenSite
willDescription
include, Lounge
Seating,
and Context
Cast Stone Pebble Seats, as well as Hardwood Cube seats.

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
Tree Planting
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
Proposed tree planting will see trees selected
for different landscape characters
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
suited to specific areas.
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
Street trees: Sixteen Tilia Cordata (Lime) Trees
are proposed
to strengthen
residential
development
with pockets the
of commercial/retail deve

Long timber benches to the courtyard

streetscape facing with the Redforge Road, having a tight conical form the
The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
trees will add rhythm and structure to the streetscape
while the clear stem
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
allows unrestricted views along the street.
Tillia Cordata clear stemmed for Streetscape

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav

The Metropole
Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
Ground floor Courtyard: One Mature feature surrounding
tree will bearea.
housed
in the corner
permission
by Cork City
Council
April 2018
of the courtyard within a raised planter. Robinia
Pseudoacacia
(Black
Locust)
is for the construction
a hardy tree that will grow well in this confined,
enclosed
space
and
also
add
Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
stature to the open courtyard. Fifteen Quercus
Paulustris
Oak) trees
will
2020,
for a hotel(Pin
development
which
willbe
consist of 5-7 storeys
planted within the courtyard in a line to give privacy to adjacent apartments.
This will be complimented with two groups of Betula Albonesis (Birch) trees.

Roof garden Trees: Three small growing ornamental trees have been selected
www.mhplanning.ie
for use in the roof garden’s raised planters. These
will be multi stemmed
offering a lot of structural interest. All trees will be guyed securely within the
planters to help counteract wind pressure.

Bespoke street furniture with benches with planters

Mixed ornamental grasses and perennials for use in the raised planters

Ornamental shrub, Grass and perennial planting
Ornamental planting is proposed at specific locations to introduce some
diversity to the landscape with a series of hardy, low maintenance plants
chosen and arranged in site specific mixes to soften, add drama or define a
character area. The planting choice will provide year round interest with lively
pops of seasonal colour and retained winter structure.
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

Preliminary Massing Model, Courtyard

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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Artist’s Impression, Block A and B - Courtyard View
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Preliminary Massing Model, Block A and C - Courtyard View
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Preliminary Massing Model - Courtyard View from Block B
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6.10 Height and Massing

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The proposed building has been designed in response to its surroundings
including neigbouring properties and wider context, including the existing rail
corridor and proposed Kilbarry / Blackpool railway station; it also responds to
the issues raised by An Bord Pleanala (ABP) in their Notice of Pre-application
Consultation Opinion. Salient aspects of note:
• The design takes the form of an urban cluster comprising 2 / 3 blocks of
varying heights and forms around a central courtyard space.
• The design responds to the general plan form of the site and
appropriately addresses the road/rail corridor, boundary conditions as
well as the wider context of neighbouring properties.
• Building heights and massing have been modulated in response to
issues raised in order to mitigate impact, maximise access to daylight,
ventilation and views while minimizing overshadowing and loss of light
on adjoining developments;
• Height is concentrated in the southern Block A (9 storeys) along
Redforge Road - to add vertical emphasis while limiting overall impact;
• Height is reduced towards and along the sites southern boundary (to 4
storeys) – to articulate and differentiate between the blocks while limiting
overall impact;
• Block B is 4-6 storeys in order to minimise the impact on the lower rise
residential blocks north of the site,
• The building is setback significantly from the Redforge Road;
• The slender vertical form of the building lends itself to an appropriate
building for the area – the site is within the influence a large scale urban
mixed-use block;
• The cluster-form of the development and public realm improvements
will facilitate permeability through and around the building and the wider
area;
• Communal private and open space includes courtyard and roof terrace
amenity, apartment balconies and shared common areas.
• The majority of apartments are dual aspect ensuring good access to
daylight, ventilation and views.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

•

•

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

PROPOSED SITE ELEVATIONS

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

Massing model aerial view in context

+48.300

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction
+45.700

+44.100

+33.420

The effect of the overall design and massing is apparent as the building is
viewed from the surrounding context - height is concentrated in one location
towards the south portion of the site along Redforge Road opposite the
multi-storey carpark and any impact on surrounding properties is minimised.
The building provides a strong built edge to the road, its slender, vertically
emphasised form presents an appropriate form of development to the area.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

•

+29.100

Commons
Road

Circle K

N20

Parkland

Blackpool Retail Park

Heron Gate

South Site Elevation 1:1000

+28.200

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
Extent of Ownership

Redforge
Road

Embankment

Train Line

Scrubland

The Grove

Proposed Development Site Boundary
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+48.300
+44.100 - Parapet Level

Overall the proposed development will contribute positively to the evolving
character of Blackpool.

+39.600 - Eight Floor
+36.600 - Seventh Floor
+33.600 - Sixth Floor

+33.420

+30.600 - Fifth Floor
+29.100 - Third Floor
+27.600 - Fourth Floor
+24.600 - Third Floor

+24.600 - Third Floor

+21.600 - Second Floor

+21.600 - Second Floor

+18.600 - First Floor

+18.600 - First Floor

+14.100 - Ground Floor

Farranree

Commons
Road

Circle K

N20

Parkland

Heron Gate

Blackpool Retail Park

+14.100 - Ground Floor

Extent of Ownership

Redforge
Road

Embankment

Scrubland

Train Line

The Grove

Proposed Development Site Boundary

Contiguous South Elevation

KEY PLAN 1:5000

South Site Elevation 1:500
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Proposal in-context - LVIA Photomontage View 12
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6.11 Height Rationale
Redforge Road

Height Rationale
Blackpool has the potential to accommodate significant change as a result of
the decline of former industrial heritage and a general level under investment
in the area over significant period. Under CMATS a new rail station is to be
constructed adjacent to the proposed development which will make the area
more of an interconnected ‘hub’ and in-turn support higher levels of density,
encourage investment and increase the area’s viability and vitality as a place to
live, relax, work and shop. These factors combined strongly support increased
building height in the area to facilitate and assist in renewed modern place
making and improving the overall quality of the urban environment.

SITE

•
•

1km
10 min walk
3-5 min cycle

Careful consideration has been given to the height of the proposal with regard
to the following documents and policies:

Cork Metropolitan Strategic Area Plan (MASP)
The Cork Metropolitan Strategic Area Plan (MASP) states that “Sustainable
higher densities must be delivered” especially at public transport nodal
points.
Cork Metropolitan Area Transport Strategy (CMATS)
CMATS does presume that areas supported by high quality public transport
(and in particular the proposed light rail corridor) will be of higher density, in line
with the National Planning Framework and national guidance on
Urban Development and Building Height.
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•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The National Planning Framework (NPF)
The Framework has a minimum population target of 314,000 in 2040 for the
growth of Cork City and suburbs. This equates to an increase of the 2016
population of 50-60%.

Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021
The Development Plan recognises that building height is varied throughout the
city and an increase in height can be justified on sound urban and architectural
grounds.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.

Under CMATS it is intended that Blackpool will be served by a new rail station
(Kilbarry / Blackpool). This investment will, in turn, transform the area and
support higher levels of residential density, encourage investment and increase
the area’s viability and vitality as a place to live, relax, work and shop. When
combined these factors strongly support increased building height in the area
to facilitate and assist in modern place-making and improving the overall quality
of the urban environment.

Urban Development and Building Height Guidelines for Planning
Authorities 2018
These new guidelines support increased building height and density in
locations with good public transport accessibility, particularly town / city cores.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

CITY CENTRE
3km
30 min walk
9-15 min cycle

2km
20 min walk
6-10 min cycle

Building Height Study

The National Planning Framework (NPF)
The proposed development is in accordance with the NPF, in particular its
primary strategic objective of achieving compact and smart urban growth on
brownfield lands. In line with the guidance of the NPF, the proposal makes
sustainable use of urban land by providing for a high density apartment
development. The near City Centre location means that future occupants are
supported by jobs, services and amenities within easy access. The proposed
development site has existing strong walking, cycling and public transport
linkages within the City and to the suburbs. The proposed development will
encourage sustainable modal shift amongst future residents. The proposal is in
accordance with key future growth enablers for Cork which include identifying
infill and regeneration opportunities to intensify housing development in inner
city and inner suburban areas, supported by public realm and urban amenity
projects.

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place
Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
6-7 Storeys
connects the north8-11
and Storeys
south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development
pockets of commercial/retail deve
12-15 with
Storeys

LEGEND

16+
Storeys
The existing building
line
is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood thatSteeples
there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission
by Cork
City Council April 2018 for the construction
Guidelines
for Planning

Urban Development and Building Height
Authorities 2018
Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
In accordance with Specific Planning Policy
Requirement 1 of the UDBH
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
Guidelines, the site lends itself to a high density scheme by virtue of its location
within close proximity to the city centre. The proposed scheme is located
in a sustainable location, within close proximity to third level institutions,
employment centres, city landmarks, and amenity and green spaces. A wide
www.mhplanning.ie
range of services are available within easy walking
distance of the site – both
city centre and suburban. The City’s transport hubs including Kent Train Station
and Cork Bus Station are within easy walking or cycling distance of the site
and the area is served by a number of busses providing services to the City
Center / City suburbs.

Redforge Road SHD Residential Development / Blackpool, Cork City

In accordance with Specific Planning Policy Requirement 1 of the UDBH
Guidelines, the site lends itself to a high density scheme by virtue of its location
within close proximity to the city centre. The proposed scheme is located
in a sustainable location, within close proximity to employment centres, city
landmarks, and amenity and green spaces. A wide range of services are
available within easy walking distance of the site including Blackpool Retail
Park / Shopping Center and Blackpool Village Centre. The City’s transport
hubs including Kent Train Station and Cork Bus Station are within easy walking
or cycling distance of the site and the area is served by a number of busses
providing services to the City Center / City suburbs.
In accordance with Specific Planning Policy Requirement 2 of the UDBH
Guidelines, the site lends itself to a largely residential development rather than
a mixed use scheme due to the fact that a significant level of local services and
amenities are in close proximity. The proposal provides for a café / restaurant
commercial use at ground floor level linking the development to the adjacent
Retail Park. The proposed development is a Build to Rent scheme and as
such includes a wide variety of shared facilities for residents use are provided,
these including; work spaces with meeting area, lounge and exercise spaces.
External amenities include a landscaped courtyard at ground level roof terrace
gardens and fourth floor.
In accordance with Specific Planning Policy Requirement 3 of the UDBH
Guidelines, the development has been designed to ensure there are no undue
impacts on residential amenity of neighbouring residents. The height of the
development has been carefully assessed and the proposed height of 4 - 9
storeys (reduced from 19 originally proposed) is considered appropriate in
the context of this urban location. The scheme consists of a variety of heights
ranging from 4 storeys to 6 storeys to 9 storeys. The predominant shoulder
of the main block fronting Redforge Road has been set at 6 storeys in line
with the height of adjacent multi-storey carpark and steps down to 4 storeys
adjacent to Millfield Cottages. The massing strategy will serve to better
integrate the scheme into the streetscape and reduce the impact on existing
neighbours. The proposed 9-storey tall building element will serve as new
visual feature for the area which will help to positively redefine Redforge Road.
It will assist with wayfinding and as create a new sense of place in and around
the proposed development. Salient aspects of note:
In accordance with Specific Planning Policy Requirement 4 of the UDBH
Guidelines, the proposed scheme at 9 storeys in height is fully justified from the
various assessments undertaken and given the urban setting and location of
the site on the approach to the City. The development of 114 no. apartments
also makes maximum use of land on a brownfield site.
The proposal is also consistent with section 2.3 of the UDBH Guidelines
which states that: “While achieving higher density does not automatically and
constantly imply taller buildings alone, increased building height is a significant
component in making optimal use of the capacity of sites in urban locations
where transport, employment, services or retail development can achieve a
requisite level of intensity for sustainability. Accordingly, the development plan
must include the positive disposition towards appropriate assessment criteria
that will enable proper consideration of development proposals for increased
building height linked to the achievement of a greater density of development.

As outlined in the publication, the following criteria have been considered in the
design of our proposed scheme as outlined in more detail below:
At the scale of the city:
• Good links to city and public transport;
• Integration into and enhancement of the public realm of the area;
• Place making and new public spaces.
At the scale of the street:
• Response to overall natural and built environment;
• Positive contribution to the urban streetscape and neighbourhood;
• Enhances the urban design context for key thoroughfares;
• Positively contributes to the mix of uses and dwelling typologies
available in the neighbourhood.
At the scale of the building:
• Careful massing in response to issues raise to maximise access to
natural daylight and minimise overshadowing and mitigate impact on
adjoining developments i.e. design to reduce potential overlooking.
Cork City Development Plan 2015-2021
The City Development Plan notes that there are three building height
categories. The proposed development is considered to be Medium-rise
buildings (less than 32metres in height, 4-9 stories approximately). The
Development Plan recognises that building height is varied throughout the
city and an increase in height can be justified on sound urban or architectural
grounds.
Blackpool is located towards the city’s northern fringe, it is located near one
of the main access points to the city centre by road (N20) and by rail (CorkDublin). Its location is an important city gateway, it is considered that a such
a building could act as an important feature building in and for this area. The
regenerative potential of the scheme may serve to transform the way Blackpool
is perceived in 21st Century Cork. The design of the building has been
carefully considered and designed such it will not result in adverse impacts on
existing residential properties in the area. The building has been set back from
the road edge and the existing building boundary line to allow wider footpaths
and space for landscaping, to reduce overlooking or overshadowing of
adjoining buildings and to avoid creating a canyon effect between buildings.
Cork Metropolitan Strategic Area Plan (MASP)
The Cork Metropolitan Strategic Area Plan (MASP) refers to Cork as being
an existing critical mass and an emerging international centre of scale driven
by the State’s second city of Cork at the core supported by a network of
metropolitan towns and strategic employment locations. The Plan identifies
that Sustainable regeneration and growth (including achieving compact
growth targets) will be distributed in a manner aligned with effective
sustainable transport and spatial land use planning. Critically the plan states
that “Sustainable higher densities must be delivered” especially at public
transport nodal points.
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Cork Metropolitan Area Transport Strategy
(CMATS)
Proposed
Development
The proposed development is situated on the
current
alignment
of proposed
the BRT/development for residen
This
document
outlines the
building which
fronts corridor”
onto Wellington
Road and York Stre
LRT proposed to connect and support the “tertiary
education
serving
building
which originally
UCC, CIT and Cork Science and Innovation industrial/storage
Park as illustrated
in CMATS.
A formed part of the T
light rail scheme is planned for delivery subject
to the necessary development
The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
consolidation to support the high capacity corridor.
The
will
centre, the
infillroute
nature
of be
the served
site (having regard to the adjo
by a high frequency bus service with bus priority
measures
to
enable
a highnorth of the site is defin
topography of the site. Immediately
level of performance in advanced of its transition
to
light
rail.
To
protect
final scale which will
intended to propose a building of the
comparable
alignment of the light rail scheme the building line of the development has been
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
set back from the Wilton road by the distance
necessary to accommodate
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
planned transport infrastructure upgrade which will include 2 lanes of vehicle
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
traffic, cycle lane and footpath on either side of the road. It is proposed to
Option
No. 1 indicates
approximately
19-23 residentia
accommodate the existing bus stop for the 208• high
frequency
bus and
other
no. units within a 6-storey development.
bus services.
•

Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc

height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
CMATS does not provide details on the densities ora units
to be delivered on
development with the provision of shared/private ame
particular sites, but it does presume that areas supported by high quality public
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
transport (and in particular the proposed light rail corridor) will be of higher
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
density, in line with the National Planning Framework and national guidance on
The proposed
height
the development
(5-6 storeys) is consi
Urban Development and Building Height. Therefore,
it can
be of
argued
that
environment
of the area
and provide
development in locations of high public transport
accessibility
should
have aadevelopment that make
the area.
general increase in height beyond what has regeneration
traditionallyofbeen
delivered in Cork,
particularly in suburban locations.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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6.12 Interface and impact on adjoining residential properties
Interface and impact has been assessed as follows:

Wind and Micro-Climate Modelling
Proposed Development
B-Fluid Dynamics Consultants have undertaken
wind microclimate
analysisdevelopment
of
This document
outlines the proposed
for residen
building
which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
the proposed development using the following
methodology:

Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
Passive Dynamics Sustainability Consultants has prepared this Daylight,
Sunlight and Overshadowing report for and on behalf of Bellmount
Developments Limited to accompany the planning application for the proposed
Residential Development at Redforge Road, Blackpool, Cork. The scope of the
assessment was to determine the following:

industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

•
Wind desktop study on the existing The
environment
design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
•
Perform wind computational wind microclimate
the
centre, the infillanalysis
nature ofofthe
site (having regard to the adjo
proposed development within the existing environment.
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

A wind profile was built using annual average meteorological data collected
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
at Cork Airport Weather Station inc. maximum
daily wind speeds recorded
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
over a 30 year period between 1990 and 2020 and mean hourly wind speeds
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
recorded over a 10 year period between 1990 and 2020. The main wind
• Optionassessment
No. 1 indicates
19-23 residentia
directions to be considered in pedestrian wind comfort
is approximately
listed in
no. units within a 6-storey development.
descending order of dominance:

• Impact of loss of daylight to neighboring properties
• Average Daylight Factor within the proposed apartments
• Sunlight availability within the community space
Daylight and Sunlight calculations have been carried out in accordance with
BRE’s ‘Site Layout Planning for Sunlight and Daylight: A Guide to Good
Practice’ (2011) (herein referred to as the “BRE Guide”) by P J Littlefair, which is
accepted as good practice by Planning Authorities. The Design Standards for
New Apartments - Guidelines for Planning Authorities (March 2018) were also
considered as part of this study.

•

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi

environment
of the6m/s
area and
that make
Maximum daily winds are commonly found to
be between
andprovide
15m/sa development
–
regeneration of the area.
with strongest winds arising from West and South-West.

Average Daylight Factor
The calculated ADF results are summarised below:
• 99.33% of Bedrooms achieve an ADF of ≥ 1.00%
• 90.35% of Living Rooms achieve an ADF of ≥ 2.00%

Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc

height ofaround
5 storeys.
An alternative
option is the d
• South / South-West with most frequent winda speeds
6m/s
(all
development with the provision of shared/private ame
year)
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
• South-West
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
• West

Site Description and Context

Daylight, sunlight and overshadowing simulation study

Sunlight
Annual Probable Sunlight Hours – Amenity Space
The amenity area of the proposed development is achieving 2 hours of
sunshine on the 21st March over more than 50% of its area as per the BRE
Industry Guidelines. The back garden of surrounding buildings (1 and 2) is
also receiving 2 hours or sunlight over more than 50% of its area on the 21st
of march as per BRE Industry Guidelines. The proposed development has
not caused any significant loss of sun light as demonstrated using simulation
modelling.
Daylight Assessment - Impact of loss of daylight to neighbouring
properties
A simulation was run to quantify any reduction in the vertical sky component
(VSC) of the surrounding buildings resulting from the proposed development
massing. While the VSC has been reduced in certain areas of the surrounding
buildings according to the BRE 209 Guidance Document, the majority of
windows assessed meet the criteria outlined in the BRE Guidance Document
for Vertical Sky Component.

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Wind Study Simulation
The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
The proposed SHD Redforge Road Development
has been designed to
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
produce a high-quality environment that is attractive and comfortable for
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
pedestrians of all categories. To achieve this objective, throughout the design
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
process, the impact of wind has been considered
and analysed. Where
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
necessary appropriate mitigation measures were
introduced.
Assouth
a result
the
connects the north and
sides
of the city. The immediat
final proposed and mitigated design, wind flow
speeds
at
ground
floor
are
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve
shown to be within tenable conditions. Tree planting has been utilised at
The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
ground floor, with particular attention to the southwest
side of the development.
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
This has positively mitigated any potential critical wind effects. Wind speed
profiles at roof garden terrace show no critical
speeds
achieved
as the
It iswind
important
to note
that a number
of recent permissions hav
area. The Metropole
roof garden is well shielded from southwest surrounding
winds by adjoining
buildings.Hotel
The(Planning Ref: 17/374
Cork City effect.
Council April
use of trees at the roof garden terrace furtherpermission
creates by
a calming
The 2018 for the construction
proposed SHD Redforge Road DevelopmentCork
does
not
affect
or
give
rise
to
City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
negative or critical wind speed profiles at nearby
adjacent
roads
or
buildings.
2020, for a hotel development which will In
consist of 5-7 storeys
terms of distress, no critical conditions were found for frail persons or cyclists
and for members of the general public and the surrounding development.
The CFD study carried out as shown that under the assumed wind conditions
typically occurring within cork for the past 30www.mhplanning.ie
years:
• The development is designed to be a high-quality environment for the
scope of use intended for each area i.e. comfortable and pleasant for
pedestrians
• The development did not introduce any critical impacts on the
surrounding buildings, on nearby adjacent roads.

Consideration should be given to the fact that the comparison being made is
between an existing, under-utilised site and the proposed development, which
will inevitably have some form of an impact. Flexibility regarding BRE standards
should be applied to balance the objective of achieving urban regeneration with
any potential impacts.
Wind modelling study
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Height and Massing
The overall building height and massing has been modulated in response
to issues raised in order to mitigate impact, maximise access to daylight,
ventilation and views while minimizing overshadowing and loss of light on
adjoining developments.
• Height is concentrated in the southern Block A (9 storeys) along
Redforge Road - to add vertical emphasis while limiting overall impact;
• Height is reduced towards and along the sites southern boundary (to 4
storeys) – to articulate and differentiate between the blocks while limiting
overall impact;
• Block B is 4-6 storeys in order to minimise the impact on the lower rise
residential blocks north of the site;
• The building is setback significantly from the Redforge Road;
• The slender vertical form of the building lends itself to an appropriate
building for the area – the site is within the influence a large scale urban
mixed-use block;
• The cluster-form of the development and public realm improvements
will facilitate permeability through and around the building and the wider
area;
• Communal private and open space includes courtyard and roof terrace
amenity, apartment balconies and shared common areas.
• The majority of apartments are dual aspect ensuring good access to
daylight, ventilation and views.
Overlooking
The issue of potential overlooking of adjoining unoccupied and derelict
cottages has been addressed through design. Opaque gable windows are
installed where views are not a requirement. Balconies of the units which
directly oppose the adjoining cottages are orientated south in order to face
away from the adjoining site. Perforated screens are also utilised to avoid direct
overlooking where necessary.
Site Specific Assessments
Specific assessments undertaken to support proposals include:
• Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment;
• Site Infrastructure Report;
• Public Lighting Report;
• DMURS Statement of Consistency;
• Mobility Management Plan;
• Road Safety Audit;
• Building Life cycle Report;
• Access Statement:
• Environmental Impact Assessment;
• Natura Impact Statement;
• Preliminary Construction Environmental and Demolition Waste
Management Plan;
• Preliminary Site Investigation Report;
• Noise Impact Assessment and Acoustic Design Statement;
• Wind and Microclimate Modelling Report;
• Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing Report;

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

Block A - 9 storeys

Block B - 4 to 6 storeys
+29.100 - Parapet

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

+20.610 - Ridge

www.mhplanning.ie

+14.100 - Ground Floor

Opaque glass windows reducing lines of sight

Opaque glass windows in 3 no. living spaces on 3 floors of Block B
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

LVIA Photomontage View 04

LVIA Photomontage View 12

LVIA Photomontage View 14

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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LVIA Photomontage View 15
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LVIA Photomontage View 18

LVIA Photomontage View 16
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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Preliminary Massing of the Proposed Courtyard
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6.13 Design Process and Consultation

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

Design Process
A number of building design options were assessed to determine the most
appropriate solution for the site. Initial designs focused on a perimeter block to
provide an active urban edge, a central courtyard amenity space and general
efficiency in the overall plan, an important aspect of schemes of this nature.

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

Early design options explored questions of height and massing and the
buildings relationship to the Retail Park, Blackpool Village and the planned
transport infrastructure upgrades i.e. Kilbarry/ Blackpool railway station.
Pre-planning consultations
Pre-planning consultations inc. person-person meetings with and written
submissions to Cork City Council Planning Dept. and Client-Design Team were
entered into.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

Pre-planning 02 Submission - Axonometric View from North West

Pre-Planning 01- Submission
Initial design options, submitted at Pre-Planning (Submission 01 August 2019),
focused on a perimeter block of varying heights ranging from 5 -12 and 5
-14 storeys. Building height was primarily concentrated towards the southeast boundary. External shared spaces were provided within the courtyard
with potential for urban realm upgrades. The main focus related to a general
strategy and approach towards a massing for the overall development elevation treatments, general detail and articulation was draft level only.
Pre-Planning 02- Submission
Further information / design development submitted at Pre-Planning
(Submission 02 January 2020). The plan form is a simple L-shaped
composition wrapping the site with two separate blocks arranged around
a central amenity courtyard - providing a privacy buffer to immediate
surroundings. The design focused on creating a new residential neighbourhood
building which would positively address the public realm by re-establishing
the street and improving the urban condition. The proposal was premised on
a Build-To-Rent development with GF commercial use. The primary block,
fronting Redforge Road ranged in height from 4 storeys near
Millfied Cottages to 6 storeys ‘centrally’ and 19 storeys adjacent to the
multistory carpark to the south. A 5 storey, block located to the south-west
corner of the site, reduced in height to allow light penetrate the central
courtyard. The overall form and mass of the building was designed to
emphasise the vertical element. In total 151 apartments were proposed –
48no. 1-bed and 103no. 2-bed units. Amenity space was provided in the
form of private balconies and shared areas. The proposal also responded to
Urban Development and Building Heights, Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(Dec 2018): “…it is Government policy that building heights must be generally
increased in appropriate urban locations. There is therefore a presumption
in favour of buildings of increased height in our town/city cores and in other
locations with good public transport accessibility”
The main focus related to a general strategy for development while elevation
treatments, general detail and articulation was further developed with reference
to precedent project, architects concept sketches and draft photomontage
massing views.
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Pre-planning 01 Submission - Massing view 14 storey option
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Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
Pre-planning 01 Submission - Massing view 12 storey option
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Pre-planning 02 Submission - Axonometric View from South East

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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Pre-planning 02 Submission - Typical Floor Plan




















Pre-planning 02 Submission - Massing view 19 storeys
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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Pre-planning (An Bord Pleanala Tri-partite) Preliminary Massing Model and Scale Model 19 storeys
Views from Street and of Courtyard and Roof Terraces
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An Bord Pleanala Tri-partite Meeting
The following design amendments have been incorporated in response to
the issues raised by An Bord Pleanala (ABP) in their Notice of Pre-application
Consultation Opinion following tri-partite meeting on the 22nd February 2021:

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

• The building has been reduced in height from 19 to 9 storeys and the
number of apartments has been reduced from 161 to 114 in response
to City Council concerns regarding a tall building in the context of
Blackpool - accepting that the context may change should the Kilbarry
Station be delivered as anticipated.
• Overall building heights and massing has been modulated in response
to issues raised to mitigate wider impacts, including maximise access to
daylight, ventilation and overlooking while minimizing overshadowing and
loss of light on adjoining developments.
• The building set back distances from the site boundaries has been
increased to provide for an appropriate interface with, and enhance the
public realm.

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Height is concentrated in the southern portion of the site (9 storeys reduced
form 19) at the junction of Redforge Road and the north-east access road
to the retail park - to add / maintain a vertical emphasis while limiting the
overall impact. Height is also reduced along the sites southern boundary (4
storeys) as the building extends west towards the Retail Park articulating and
differentiating between the blocks while limiting overall impact; the height of the
northern block is maintained at 6 storeys reducing to 4, graduating the height
of the building as it extends north will minimise the impact on residential area.
The majority of apartments are dual aspect ensuring good access to daylight,
ventilation and views. There are no north facing, single aspect apartments.

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

Communal private and open space includes courtyard and roof terrace
amenity, apartment balconies and shared common areas. Roof top amenity is
provided at 4th floor level – relocated from the 7th floor as originally submitted.
Residential facilities inc main entrance/foyer, common area inc. entrance
lounge, shared workspace and flexible space is located on ground floor of the
south block level. Provision is made for commercial use on ground floor of the
south block where it extends west toward the Retail Park. An active use in this
location will add to the vibrancy of the proposal as well as help animate the
street frontage and improve the urban realm along this section of Redforge
Road and along the Retail Park access road.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

A simple palette of robust materials of brick walls, brick screens, metal
windows and doors, metal balustrades and infill panels is utilised. Generously
scaled openings in the facade create a greater sense of openness and relative
transparency – a subtle shift in the alignment animate the facade and introduce
an element of playfulness in the overall composition. Loggia style balcony
spaces articulate the facade, signifying the main living spaces as distinct from
bedroom spaces.
The urban cluster-form of development maintains the strategy of a
neighbourhood and will facilitate permeability through and around the building
as well as the wider area.
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Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
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Artist’s Impression - South and East Facades / View North West
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Proposal in-context (north elevation) - LVIA Photomontage View 12
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To Mallow

6.14 Urban Design Criteria

Redforge Road

Context
The proposed site is located on Redforge Road, to the immediate north of
Blackpool Retail Park. The site is situated c. 200m from Blackpool Shopping
Centre and approximately 2km from Cork City Centre. The total gross site
area comprises 0.46 hectares and has a flat topography. The site is irregular in
shape.

SITE

The site is accessible via Redforge Road which runs along the eastern
boundary of the site. The site is within easy walking distance of a number of
commercial and community facilities, including local shops, churches and
schools. The major employment of Cork City and Blackpool are within close
proximity and both are well connected by public transport. The site is served
by the 203, 207A, 213 and 215, bus routes all of which have numerous stops
within 200m of the site. The closest stop is located less than 100m to the north
of the site. A bus serves the site every 30 minutes Monday to Friday.

bin storage associated with the proposed units.

To Mallow

The subject site was chosen by the applicants for several good reasons
including its convenient location and proximity to the city centre, for example,
local bus routes provide easy and regular access to the city centre inc. Parnell
Place Bus Station and Kent Train Station. Blackpool also has the potential
to accommodate significant change as a result of the decline of former
industrial heritage and a general level under development over a significant
period. Under CMATS a new rail station is to be constructed adjacent to the
proposed development which will make the area more of an interconnected
‘hub’ and in-turn support higher levels of density, encourage investment and
increase the area’s viability and vitality as a place to live, relax, work and shop.
These factors combined strongly support increased building height in the
area to facilitate and assist in renewed modern place making and improving
the overall quality of the urban environment. As a result the proposal will
form a sustainable residential development which will serve to consolidate
development in LEGEND
the area and retain Cork’s compact form. It will provide a
development which is appropriate
Bus Route 215to its setting and of high-quality architectural
value and quality, which Bus
is viable
in development terms and will be attractive to
Route 203
Bus Route
243 area.
those seeking quality homes
in the

Public transport access is provided on Redforge Road with several bus stops
located adjacent to the site and the retail centre. The main bus services include
the 203, 207A, 213 and 215 all of which run on a regular service frequency
throughout the day.
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• of
Option
No. 1 indicates
approximately
19-23 residentia
The facility has been designed to meet the needs
residents
and a small
but
no. unitsresidents
within a 6-storey
development.
suitable range of communal uses are provided, including
amenity
No. 2 presents
19 no. units within a single bloc
space, work and leisure / exercise area, as well •as Option
refuse/recycling
facilities.
height of
5 storeys.
Anfor
alternative option is the d
The proposed layout provides varied public spaces,a these
spaces
allow
development with the provision of shared/private ame
social interactions and community creation. These serve as node points to
• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
orientate occupants/visitors.

Redforge Road

1km
10 min walk
3-5 min cycle

CITY CENTRE
2km
20 min walk
6-10 min cycle

3km
Bus Route 207A
30 min walk
9-15 min cycle

Connections
Kent Station (Existing)
The proposed development
avails of easy access to and from the site for
both pedestrians and cyclists. Pedestrian and cyclist connectivity are priority
Blackpool/Kilbarry (Proposed)
throughout the scheme. The site is located in close proximity to the City
Centre, making it an ideal location in terms of connectivity pedestrians, cyclists
and users of public transport. Facilities in the immediate area include local
shops, restaurants, banks, cinema, library and a large retail chain stores inc.
Dunnes and Aldi etc. Blackpool amenity park is within easy walking distance of
the subject site.

Inclusivity
Proposed Development
The proposed apartments offer a broad range
accommodation
Thisofdocument
outlines the choice,
proposedin
development for residen
fronts onto Schedule
Wellington Road
terms of both unit size and configuration (seebuilding
Butlerwhich
Cammoranesi
of and York Stre
industrial/storage
building
originally formed part of the T
Accommodation for further details). The range
of apartments
sizeswhich
proposed
will lead to a balanced community. The design
and layout of the proposed
The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
development will meet the requirements of all
relevant
documents,
in site
particular
centre, the infill
nature of the
(having regard to the adjo
Part M of the Technical Guidance Documents
which
deal
with
accessibility
and of the site is defin
topography of the site. Immediately north
inclusivity. The building has been designed tointended
enabletoaccess
for
all
avoiding
propose a building of comparable scale which will
unnecessary physical and visual barriers. Active common area uses address
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
the public realm and the courtyard space helps
to create a legible residential
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
focused environment.

LEGEND
Bus Route 215
Bus Route 203
Bus Route 243
3km
Bus Route 207A

30 min walk
9-15 min cycle

Kent Station (Existing)
Blackpool/Kilbarry (Proposed)

or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed is
height
the development
In this regard, the design of the proposed development
alsoofguided
by the (5-6 storeys) is consi
of the
areadesigned
and provideso
a development that make
principles of universal design. The proposedenvironment
scheme has
been
regeneration
the area. by all people
that it can be accessed and used in the greatest
extentofpossible
regardless of their age, size, ability or desirability.
The diverse
and
Site Description
andneeds
Context
abilities of future occupants and users have been considered throughout the
The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
designSITE
process which reflect the life cycle approach.
Ramps, ambulant steps,
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
appropriate gradients and access arrangements have all been included where
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
relevant and necessary to ensure that all areasToofEast
theCork
site are accessible to
strategically
located within the city centre within close proxim
the widest variety of people, regardless of age
or
ability.
During the detailed
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
design and construction, the proposed development
will
be and
subject
the of the city. The immediat
connects the north
southto
sides
requirements of Part M of the Building Regulations
to
ensure
compliance
inofthis
residential development with pockets
commercial/retail deve
regard.

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

All areas, whether public, private or communal, will be well defined and
accessible to all, encouraging the use of theItpublic
realmto by
is important
notethe
thatresidents.
a number ofAll
recent permissions hav
surrounding
area. The Metropole
Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
buildings1km
are designed and sited to provide passive
surveillance
of the public
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction
realm,10including
min walk streets, paths and open spaces.
3-5 min cycle

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple

Variety
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
The proposed layout considers the existing surrounding developments, the
To East Cork
topography of the site and the amenities required for the proposed apartments.
The layout is considered to allow for the most efficient use of the site. Open
spaces and separation distances are designed to add to quality of life while not
www.mhplanning.ie
being excessive.

CITY Neighboring
CENTRE uses and activities are compatible with the proposed

development; the facility will form part of the wider residential community

2kmlocated close to existing services and facilities and within a relatively short
20 min walk
distance of the city centre.
6-10 min cycle

The development provides commercial use (cafe or similar) at ground floor level
which can be used by the residents and serve to increase ‘commercial’ footfall
in the area - as a consequence, a wider mix of activities including commercial
uses may emerge in the area complementing those already available.
Redforge Road SHD Residential Development / Blackpool, Cork City
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Efficiency
As highlighted previously, an appropriate balance has been struck in terms of
achieving required densities alongside open space requirements to ensure that
the land is used efficiently, whilst quality of environment and place is retained.
The development represents a high-density development on a brown field site
in close proximity to the wider city environs, which is well served by public
transport, pedestrian paths and cycleways.

The subject scheme has been designed to function
a sustainable and
Proposedas
Development
successful residential neighbourhood which This
will document
act a natural
extension
to the
outlines
the proposed
development for residen
which fronts
ontofacilitated
Wellington Road and York Stre
existing built-up area. Pedestrian and cyclistbuilding
connections
are also
industrial/storage
buildinglegibility.
which originally
to the wider area. All routes are scaled appropriately
to enhance
The formed part of the T
streets and pathways benefit from passive surveillance
from
the
apartments
The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
that front onto them. Pedestrian / cyclists arecentre,
prioritised
the infillthrough
nature ofthe
the site (having regard to the adjo
incorporation of a network of pathways as well
as
the
use
shared
surfaces.
topography of theofsite.
Immediately
north of the site is defin
An appropriate balance has been struck in terms
of
achieving
the
required
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will
densities alongside open space requirements to ensure that zoned land is used
It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
efficiently, whilst quality of environment and place is maximised. Every effort has
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
been made to ensure that the levels of the apartment blocks follow the natural
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
gradient of the site to be maintained wherever possible.

Landscaped areas consist of the open spaces containing a courtyard space,
and rooftop terrace. These will provide both passive and active amenity
opportunities for the residents of the proposed development while also
enhancing the biodiversity of the site.
All apartments are designed to maximize passive solar gain through the solar
orientation. The majority of apartments are orientated either east-west or to
the south so residents can avail of sun in the morning when they arise or in the
evening when they come home; those orientated south will benefit throughout
the day.

•

Preliminary Massing Model Facade Detail

With regard to waste provision and collection, storage areas for bins are
provided within the apartment blocks at ground floor level. It is envisaged
that collection of household waste would be facilitated by a waste collection
service.

regeneration of the area.

The urban block layout places public space Site
to the
front of the
Description
and building
Context line, where the pavement widens to facilitate a generous area directly in front of the
The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
main entrance to the building. Semi-private space
for resident use is provided
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
the form of a communal courtyard at ground level and roof level terrace.

The development proposal utilises a vacant ‘brown field’ site for much
demanded residential use. Bringing a redundant site back into productive use
will make excellent use of scarce resources.

by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
Public Realm
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
The proposed development is set around a network
of pathways
andsides
openof the city. The immediat
connects the
north and south
spaces that are of a high quality, that provideresidential
an attractive
public
realm
for of commercial/retail deve
development with pockets

Distinctiveness
The proposed development takes full advantage of its location. It completes
the urban block that is the retail park and marks the northern edge of
Blackpool Village before it transitions to lower rise residential use.
There is a discernible focal point to the scheme in the form of the shared
central courtyard, this space will help to reinforce the role of the building’s
primary function i.e. as a place to live, work, interact and socialise - whereas
the buildings strong urban presence will engage positively with the wider public
realm.

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia

no. units footpath
within a 6-storey
development.
The proposed pedestrian connections tie into the existing
network.
• Option
No. 2and
presents
19 to
no. units within a single bloc
The proposed layout aligns to Redforge Road which
is easy
logical
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
navigate to and from the site as well as to the key locations
such as Blackpool
development with the provision of shared/private ame
village and the city. The development layout enables logical and easy way• Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
finding internally. This will provide connectivity to key services available in
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig
the area and to the wider Cork area via sustainable forms of transportation
The proposed
of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
including bus and rail services, delivering a walkable
andheight
cycleable
environment of the area and provide a development that make
neighbourhood.

Preliminary Massing Model Courtyard View - Blocks A and B

Layout
Informed by the relevant planning policy context, site analysis and existing
site context, a number of options were considered (in consultation with Cork
City Council and in response to consultation with An Bord Pleanála) before
finalising the design of the proposed scheme. As the subject site forms part of
the wider context, it was considered important to create a distinctive residential
development which maximised the development potential of the site while also
respecting the individual characteristics of the surrounding area and responding
to the site-specific features. The proposed layout is designed to respond
positively to the existing context of the site by exploiting existing features,
orientation, views and topography where possible to maximise its development
potential.

both future residents and visitors to the site. The open spaces function as local
existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
node points. The generous landscaped openThe
space
areas will contribute to
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he
the quality of life in the locality. The spaces are overlooked by the surrounding
residences which will foster a sense of ownership
amongst
thethat
community.
It is important
to note
a number of recent permissions hav
surroundingof
area.
Metropole
Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
With regard to these spaces acting as a continuation
theThe
private
residences,
by Cork
City
Councilspace.
April 2018 for the construction
there is still a clear definition between public,permission
semi-private
and
private
This is facilitated by the incorporation of landscaping
to define
various
Cork City Council
alsothe
granted
permission for the Leisureple
spaces, including low planting/walls and semi-transparent
boundary
2020, for a hotel development treatments
which will consist of 5-7 storeys
such as railings. The public realm of roads, pavements etc. are considered as
an integrated landscape element in the design and as such will feel safe and
secure to use. The management of the facility will contribute to the safety and
security of the place, making it an enjoyable area to be within.
www.mhplanning.ie
Adaptability
The development exploits good practice lessons and will lend itself well to
future adaptation - the proposed concrete structural frame (shell and core)
and loose-fit interior will enable the apartments to be converted, sub-divided
and extended if required in the future. The apartments can be adapted without
major disruption to the character of the design, layout or the external spaces.

Preliminary Massing Model Terrace View
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Privacy and Amenity
The setting of the site in its urban context provides various categories of
spaces which the proposed design respects and enhances. The street scape
of Redforge Road provides insufficient and somewhat inhospitable space for
pedestrians and cyclists. The proposed building line therefore steps back to
increase and encourage pedestrian and cycling movement. Active ground floor
use will provide passive surveillance as well as private open spaces from higher
levels.
The proposed development also includes communal open spaces such as
the courtyard and roof terrace, which will play a central role in manifesting the
distinctiveness of the place. Private open spaces are provided as balconies
with direct access for each resident, which meet the Guidelines set out for
minimum private amenity space and have been orientated to maximise solar
gain. All apartments will have adequate storage areas and areas for sorting of
recyclables.

Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

Preliminary Massing Model Facade Detail - Block A

The landscape strategy for the site is driven by 3 key components:
• Establishment of a high quality streetscape to settle the building within
the existing environment. This will include a generous building setback
to allow for widened footpaths and provision of street furniture along the
busy Redforge Road.
• Provision of a ground floor courtyard as a high quality central core
allowing access for service vehicles and an open space for gatherings.
• Creating a semi-private roof garden which provide spaces for residents
to use.

Preliminary Massing Model Courtyard View - Blocks A and C
•

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

Parking
In consideration of the sites proximity to the retail park, Blackpool village and
existing public transport routes, car parking is not provided for within the
scheme. Set down space is provided along Redforge Road. Secure and
convenient bicycle storage facilities are accommodated at grade with a ratio of
1 bicycle parking per apartment (114 spaces min.).
Detailed Design
A simple palette of robust materials of brick walls, brick screens, metal
windows and doors, metal balustrades and infill panels create a building of
quality which is striking in its assured simplicity while being appropriately scaled
in relation to its surrounding context. Generously scaled openings in the
facade create a greater sense of openness and relative transparency – a subtle
shift in the alignment of openings between floors will help animate the facade
and introduce an element of playfulness in the overall composition.
Loggia style balcony spaces articulate the facade, signifying the main living
spaces as distinct from bedroom spaces.
The landscape design makes specific provision for use of the open spaces
within the proposal including a shared central courtyard space and roof level
terrace. The design of the building and the public spaces incorporate robust
materials which will facilitate easy and regular maintenance of the building to
maintain the buildings appearance over time. Building services flues, vents
etc will be concealed or integrated into the design and will not feature in an
unconsidered manner. Refuse and recycling facilities are located at grade within
a purpose built screened enclosure and within the main building.
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Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Preliminary Massing Model, Blocks A and C

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys

www.mhplanning.ie

Preliminary Massing Model Public Realm Improvements

Artist’s Impression, Block A and B - Courtyard View

Redforge Road SHD Residential Development / Blackpool, Cork City

7. Summary & Conclusions
In our approach to the provision of residential accommodation on this site, we
have been preoccupied with the quality of the overall design - the buildings
architectural form and expression, its efficiency in terms of an effective use of
site, the provision of private, semi-private and public spaces (as an integral
element of public realm), the quality and biodiversity of the landscaping
(designed for public use from the outset), the efficiency and effectiveness of
the buildings internal planning, material selection of robust high quality and
low maintenance materials and the manner in which the CCDP objectives are
positively integrated. In summary
• The proposed development will provide for will provide for Purpose Built
Build-to-Rent Accommodation on an appropriate zoned site in a manner
which is consistent with the national and local policy objectives;
• The proposed development will ease pressure for private rental
accommodation in the area in accordance with the objectives of
Rebuilding Ireland;
• The proposed scale and design of the development has full regard to
the planning history of the site, is consistent with the permitted and
evolving scale of development of the area and will be consistent with
the Government objectives in the forthcoming national building height
strategy.
• The proposed development provides for indoor and outdoor amenities in
accordance with accepted standards.
• The proposed development represents an appropriate design
response to the redevelopment of a brownfield site and the proposed
development is in accordance with the proper and sustainable
development of the area.
The proposed development accords with the National Policy Framework
and guidelines on urban building height, which place a strong emphasis
on sustainable development and the intensification of city centres. This is
encouraging higher and taller buildings to become more commonplace in
cities across Ireland including Cork especially in places where they benefit from
enhanced public transport accessibility and in centres.

In recent years there has been a significant number of taller building
applications granted planning permission within the city. While not technically a
tall building the basis of design is premised on the following key criteria which
support the proposed development and the principle of building taller within
our cities:
• The proposed development makes maximum use of brownfield land in
close proximity to the city centre;
• The site area has accommodated significant change over recent times
much of it consistent in scale and nature of the proposed development;
• Under CMATS it is intended that the area be served by a new railway
station - Blackpool / Kilbarry;
• The site elevation is low so the proposed taller building element
will not be overly dominant on the wider city-scape which the LVIA
demonstrates;
• The height range of 4-9 storeys is in keeping with the existing building
heights in the area and the current trend of intensifying appropriate sites;
• Building height and massing has been modulated in response to issues
raised in order to mitigate impacts;
• Heron Gate sets a local precedent for increased height, which the
proposed development respects and responds well to;
• The proposed development will not undermine the significance of
the existing gateway building (Heron Gate) but serve to reinforce and
positively contribute to the evolution that is well underway in this part of
the city.
End.
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T

The design of this proposed scheme has been informed by th
centre, the infill nature of the site (having regard to the adjo
topography of the site. Immediately north of the site is defin
intended to propose a building of comparable scale which will

It is intended to develop the site to accommodate upwards of
scheme provides a mix of 1 and 2 bed apartments. The lower g
bin storage associated with the proposed units.
•
•

•

Option No. 1 indicates approximately 19-23 residentia
no. units within a 6-storey development.
Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d
development with the provision of shared/private ame
Option No. 3 presents a development comprising of 23
or 26-33 units which would consist of 6 storeys in heig

The proposed height of the development (5-6 storeys) is consi
environment of the area and provide a development that make
regeneration of the area.
Site Description and Context

The site is strategically located at the corner of Wellington Str
by an existing warehouse building which originally formed pa
by Wellington Street on the northern boundary and York
strategically located within the city centre within close proxim
site) and Parnell Place Bus Station (400m from subject site). T
connects the north and south sides of the city. The immediat
residential development with pockets of commercial/retail deve

The existing building line is broken up by buildings varied heig
be understood that there is no uniform approach to building he

It is important to note that a number of recent permissions hav
surrounding area. The Metropole Hotel (Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction

Cork City Council also granted permission for the Leisureple
2020, for a hotel development which will consist of 5-7 storeys
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It  is important
to note that a number
of recent
permissions hav
















Hotel 
surrounding
area.
The
Metropole
(Planning Ref: 17/374
permission by Cork City Council April 2018 for the construction
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for
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The
proposed
heightof thedevelopment

 (5-6 storeys) is consi
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and
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Option No. 1 indicates
approximately
19-23 residentia











no. units


 development.


within
a 6-storey








• Option No. 2 presents 19 no. units within a single bloc
a height of 5 storeys. An alternative option is the d








development
with the
provision
of shared/private ame
















•
Option
No.
3
presents
a
development
comprising of 23
















or 26-33
units
which
would
consist
of 6 storeys in heig
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of 1and 2bed apartments.
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design
ofthis proposed
scheme
has
been informed by th
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the
infill
nature
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Proposed Development
This document outlines the proposed development for residen
building which fronts onto Wellington Road and York Stre
industrial/storage building which originally formed part of the T
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